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bound the two boys to their frail float, the two guachos pushed them out into the
stream with long poles. TP,e current of the Orinoco now swept the boys
away, and a yeU of glee escaped the crowd.
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ADRIFT ON THE ORINOCO
OR,

The Treasure of ·the. Desert
By· A SELF-MADE MAN

"That doesn't. do us any good. It looks as if we were
lost as well as the boat."
THE TWO CASTAWAYS.
"While there's life there's hope. Never give up the ship
"We're in a pretty pickle now," said Will Merritt, whose is my motto."
good clothes looked damp and bedraggled owing to his re"That sounds well when you read it, but it's poor con·
cent immersion in salt water, as he gazed gloomily out s6lation when you're up against the real thing. Where do
upon the broad and heaying Atlantic, which splashed its you suppose we are?"
waters almost at , his feet. ·
"I've an idea yonder is Point Mocomoco, but I may be
"Couldn't be much worse off,". admitted his companion, wrong. I only passed this way once."
Jack Garrison, whose coarse and shabby habiliments were
"Where is Point Mocomoco ?"
also wrinkled and sodden from the \lame cause.
"At the mouth of the delt,a of the Oringco."
"Cast on a deserted shore, the Lord knows where, with
"Why, that's a long way from Georgetown."
nothing to eat or drink. It's simply fierce," went on WiU,
"Yes, about 200 miles."
shifting his seat on the rock he ornamented.
"How could we come so far in twenty-four hours?"
"It's a bad scrape and no mistake," said Jack, digging
"We were carried by the gale. It was a snorter while
one: heel into the wet sand, and looking at his associate in
it lasted. It's a wonder to me that the boat ran it out."
mi11fortune.
''I We were fools to go sailing in that boat by our two "We had to bale her more than half the time."
"If I hadn't kept her squarely before the wind I guess
selves."
we'd have gone down to Davy Jones' locker."
"No, that wasn't the trouble."
Will shifted his seat again, for the rock was not an easy
"What was, then?"
"Taking that rascal's word that his craft was seaworthy, seat.
"I wish we knew which direction to take to·strike a town
when it proved to be so cranky that as soon as the blow
or village," he said, looking up and down the inhospitable
struck us we couldn't do anything with her."
"Well, you're something of a sailor ; you ought not to line of shore.
have been fooled. Besides, you've been hanging around
"It's a toss-u.p whether there's one within a liundred
Georgetown for two or three weeks, and you should know miles of us."
the honest boatmen from the beats."
"If that's so wliat tlie dickens sliall we do?"
" Starve, most 1ikely."
"I guess they're all tarred with the same brush. 'The
Will looked hard at his companion.
craft looked all right to me. At any rate he's lost her,
"You take it mighty coolly," he growled.
whicli serves him right."
CHAPTER I.
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"Looks as if some vessel had been wrecked hereabouts,"
"I don't see any me squealing," replied Jack, who had
·
had his shares of downs in the world, and had grown said Will.
"Nothing surprising in that. The gale we almost weath.
philosophic in consequence. "If we've got to turn up our
ered was a stiff one," replied Jack.
toes, why, we've got to, that's all."
"Look at that broken spar yonder wabbling about in the
"But I don't want to turn up my toes," protested Will.
"I've got everything in the world to live for-home, par- water near the beach. Must have been a vessel of some
size."
ents, and a future-.-" ·
"She was a square-rigg!lr, for that's a yard."
"Your future is a problem as things stand. As for me,
I haven't any to lose. Neither have I any home, or par"There's a boat half smashed on the beach. Maybe it
ents, or friends. I had all these 0nce, but-well, what's has the name of the lost vessel on its ~tern."
the use of talking? I'm just a rolling stone that's always
"We'll see when we get to it."
rolling into hard luck. I was stranded in Georgetown
"I wish something worth eating or drinking had come
when I met you-an American, like myself. I told you ashore. My stomach is awfully empty. I'd give that $10
how the brig I shipped aboard went away and ldt me there. bill for a square meal."
I believe the skipper did it on purpose. You are a young
"I'd give more than that if I had it," said Jack. "Money
gentleman, by parentage and education, while I'm next is of no value on this shore, while a meal of any kind would
door to a tramp, but still somehow we cottonecl to each go a long way toward k~eping us alive. Our very lives
other. If I've steered you into a fix I'm sorry for it, but might depend on a single meal."
I'll stick by you to the last. I guess we'll get out of this
When they reached the smashed l?ng boat they :fcmnd
somehow. I've been in "Mme tough holes, but I always 1\o name on its stern.
managed to crawl out of them. I feel it in my bones that
Will was ab0ut to continue on when Jack stopped him.
we'll get out of this, and that you'll see your folks again."
"Wait till I overhaul her," he said. "There's a sort of
"I hope so," replied Will. "I'm not used to roughing it locker in her bows. There might be something in it of
like you, so this thing hits me pretty hard."
value ·to us."
As they were in a tropical clime the ducking th(}y had
r
"What do you expect to find?"
received when theii: cTaft went down close inshore did not
in
provisioned
boats
his
keeps
skipper
a
often
"Quite
greatljr inconvenience them.
case of an emergency. We had four boats aboard our bri()"
b'
In fact, by this time their clotht)s were fairly drv, that
of
and every one carried a breaker of water and a ba()"
0
~
·
is, their outer ones.
ship's biscuits, besides other things, in her locker."
As the sun was out again, though low down, after the
"Then let's look into tlrnt locker," replied Will, in s~me
gale, Jack decided that the best thing they could do was to excitement.
·
disrobe and dry their underclothes.
Jack proceeded to do so.
He proceeded to do this, and Will followed suit.
He found a small fiat cask full of something which he
An hour later, during which time they had thoroughly
was water, and a package tightly wrapped up in
guessed
canvassed the situation, their things were as dry as a bone,
.
oilskin and tied with spun yarn.
and they dressed themselves.
Getting out his jack-kU:ife he dug out the stopper of the
"I suppose your watch has stopped?" said Jack.
"Yes," answered Will, after looking at it. "It is not cask, and found it was water.
"You can take first drink while I'~ unwrappincr this
likely to go again until a jeweleI' has overhauled it."
bundle, which is almost sure to contain something ;e can
•
"Got any coin about you?" asked Jack.
"Why do you ask?" said Will, in some surprise as he felt eat."
Will drank greedily of the water, for he was almost
in his pockets.
parched.
"I haven't a red, and I thought if you had a, piece of
When he put the cask down Jack had the bundle open.
~oney of any kind-a cent would do as well as any-we'd
contained a package of crackers and several crocks of
It
toss up to see which way we'd head. There doesn't seem to
·
meat bearing English labels,
potted
be any choice, as I don't see that it makes any difference at
was
Jack
while
off
cover
the
got
and
one,
seized
Will
all which way we go, but still I believe in luck. By tossing
/
drink.
a
taking
up we leave our route to fate, and fortune might favor us
The way the contents of that crock van,ished down Merin that case," said Jack.
throat showed how desperately hungry he was.
ritt's
"I agree with you. I've got half a dozen English sover·
youself to a cracker," said Jack, falling to him"Help
Will.
replied
bill,"
$10
a
as
well
as
silver,
some
and
eigns,
"Toss up the shilling. If the queen's head comes up we self.
The two boys made . a hearty meal off the two jars of
will go toward yonder point; if the other side shows upperpotted tongue, and a portion of the crackers, washed down
most we'll start down the coast."
with the water.
"All right," said Will, and be tossed the coin.
'There were six jars of meat left, and quite a bunch of
When it struck the sand the boys looked at it.
crackers.
The queen's head met their eyes.
Jack made the stuff into a bundle, and slung it over his
"The point it is," said Jack, starting ~n that direction.
shoulder.
"Come on."
"You carry the water cask, Will, and when it tires you
They walked maybe two miles, passing little hillocks of
exchange," he said.
we'll
sand, and bits of recent wreckage here and there.
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Will took it under his arm, but found it rather awkward to handle.
Then they trudged ahead again, feeling much refreshed
and greatly encouraged after their meal.
·
In fact, they felt like different boys.
In this way, and alternating their burdens, they covered
another mile, and then the position of the sun showed them
that daylight was fast waning, and that darkness would ere
long be upon them with the customary suddenness of the
tropics.
"Let's sit down and rest," said Will. "I'm tired."
He threw the cask down on the sand, and Jack followed
suit with the package.
They were close to a sweep in the shore, and the view
ahead was cut off by a dense mass of shrubbery.
"No sign of any town or village yet. We'll have to
sleep out here in the bushes. It will be my first experience
of the kind/' said Will.
"It won't hurt you. I'll fluarantee that you won.'t catch
cold," replied Jack.
"Catch cold in this latitude ( I should imagine not.
More likely we'll be moonstruck if there is a moon."
"As there was a moon two nights ago in Georgetown, I
guess we'll have it here, for the sky is almost clear; only
it will rise later."
~
The ocean breeze fanned the heated faces of the hqys.
"Hist!" ejaculated Jack suddenly, laying his hand on
his com].'anion's arm.
''What's the matter?" asked Will, in surprise.
"I hear voices an the other side of that shrubbery."
"So do I. I wonder who the persons are."
"Wait here and I'll find out. I understand Spanish,
you know. It is well to be cautious before showing ourselves."
Thus spea'King, Jack crept forward and peered through
the bushes.

CHAPTER II.
THE TWO SAILORS.

On the sands, a few yards away, Jack saw two roughlooking men, who were clearly sailors, going through a sandalwood chest that they had evidently dragged out of the
sea.
"Lucky the sea washed our mate's chest ashore, or with
a little brownin' by the sun, and a feather or two stuck in
our hair, we might have been taken for native Injuns,"
,one of them was saying in English.
"Yes, we're in much better trim outside, but our insides
a~n't so well furnished. I feel as hollow as a reed," replied
the other.
"Hello ! More luck! Her&'s fl big fl.ask of whisky. Just
what we need to brace us up," said the first speaker, quickly
unscrewing the metal top and putting the fl.ask to his lips,
while his companion sat back on his haunches and looked
at him enviously.
"When you're through, Sam Griffen, I'll take a nip,"
he said, balding out hi hand impatiently.
Sam looked at him while he clupg to the fl.ask as if he
never meant to relinquish it. , ·

~

"I say, are you goin' to drink it all?" cried the other,
angrily.
"First come first served, Bill," said Griffen, pausing for
breath. "My throat is as dry as a chip."
"So's mine-as drv as this here sand 'round us. Just
cut it short, will yo~?"
"There .you are. Drink hearty," said Sam, passing the
fl ai:;k over.
Resuming his search of the chest while Bill Flipper was
"wetting his whistle," he presently brought forth a bag of
fanc,Y biscuits.
"More luck still. Bill. Here's some biscuits," he said.
"Do you call them things biscuits?" asked Flipper, eyeing the fancy a~ticles askance.
"That's what they art!. Kind or fancy and sweetish, but
they taste good," said Griffen, munching one with much
avidity.
"Hand over a bunch of 'em," said Flipper.
• 'T'here was silence between them for a few minutes, while
their jaws worked upon the crackers.
·
"Pass the fl.ask," said Griffen, holding out his hand
for it.
Flipper grinned and put it to his lips.
"Avast there-that fl.ask is my property," growled Griffen . "I found it in the chei!t, so hand it over."
Fair play, Sam. We're the only two escaped from the
wrc 1-c of the Molly Owen, and it would be precious hard if
""" 1on't stand by each other."
"That's right, so don't take moi : :! ':i. your allowance. We
will share and share alike."
Flipper turned over the bottle, and Griffen took another
long swig.
".That calks up the leaks in a feller's innards," he said,
serewing- on the top and putting the fl.ask in his pocket.
"How do you feel now, with a cargo or rum and biscuit
aboard?"
·
"First rate. Well, hei:e we are the oUiy survivors of the
bark. She's gone to the bottom, an devery soul aboard of
her except you and me, Sam."
"Includin' the. owner and his darter, who were returnin'
from Rio to their home in New York. She was a blamed
pretty gal, don't you think, Bill ? I wouldn't mind bein'
tied up to such a tidy craft-as trim as one of tl:.em steam
yachts that the plutocrats sail about in these days.''
uHaw, haw, haw!" I ughec1 Flipper derisively. "Jest as
if a gal like her would look at a shellba.ck like you.''
"Me a shellback ! Why, I'm only forty, and when I'm
spruced up I'm as goocl-lookin' as any man of my age. You
always were jealous of my figgerhead, Bill Flipper."
"You've had two wives already. How many more d'ye
want?"
'
"That's my business. However, what's the use of talkin'? The gal is gone, and food for the fishes by this time."
"You'd never got her, anyway. She was only seventeen,
young enough to be your own darter. You used to act like
a fool aboard on her account. If her old man or the skipper snspected what you were thinkin' about when you plastcredyour hair up with palm ile, and shaved yourself so
often, you'd have got a takin' down, you can take that
from me.''
"Look here, Bill Flipper, you and me are friends, but
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"Well, old man, how do you feel?" asked Jack.
there's such a thi::ig as rubbin' it in too far, d'ye under"As good as I can expect to feel under the circumstand? I'v~ got my knife, and ii I ran it into your gizzard,
you'd have somethin' to squeal about," said Griffen in an stances," replied Will, not very enthusiastically.
ugly tone.
"Let's eat and then get a move on."
The boys opened up their supplies and proceeded to
" I've got a knife, too, if it L-)mes to that," returned
Flipper, with a bad .look in his eye. "Don't you go to make a breakfast.
"Mighty lucky we are to have anything to eat this mornthreatenin' me, 'cause I might make a hole in you big
ing," said Jack.
.enough to shove that chest in."
"Yes, it was fortunate we ran across that boat," replied
The two men eyed each other in a way that made Jack
Garrison, in the background, think they might come to Will. "If we hadn't I don't know what would have become
of us."
blows, but they didn't.
"If we had gone in the opposite direction we'd have
"vVhat's the use of our quarrelin' ?" growled Griffen at
it. You see that there's luck after all in leaving
missed
length.
chance."
to
things
"Ain't no use. You started the matter with your threat
later they were on their way again.
minutes
Fifteen
to open my gizzard. The bark's gone, the crew; 'cept me
of a tropical sun was very fatiguing
heat
the
in
Walking
and
officers
the
so's
and
gone,
is
gal
the
g,one,
· and you, are
her father. What's ·the use thinkin' any more about 'em? to them, for they were not used to such a thing, and so
All we' ve got to do is to t~ke care of ourselves, and who they gladly welcomed the sight 0£ what seemed to be a
knows, now we're well victualed, we may be able to tramp wood in the distance.
It took an hour's tramp to reach it, and by that time
it till we come to some village or town where we can get
·
were completely done up.
they
afloat ag'in ?"
they rested for
ground,
the
on
themselves
Throwing
Let
hand.
my
There's
" Right you are, Bill Flipper.
bygones be bygones. If we only had a revolver we might nearly an hour, and then resumed their journey under
be able to clean out a house or two on our road if it was the leafy covert, keeping within a short distance of the sea
so that they would not go astray, since Jack believed that
worth robbin', and that would put us in funds."
"Maybe there's a gun in the chest. Have you been all there was more chance of their meeting a village near the
water than away from it.
·
through it?"
When noon came they were still in the long wood.
Griffen 1nade no reply, but dived again into the !!!nThey stopped and made a light meal, took a rest, and
chest.
Presently he pulled out a brace of shooters and a belt then went on again.
Late in the afternoon they reached the edge of a dea.r fun of cartridges.
" We're lucky, again," he said, handing one 0£ the re- ing opening on the sea.
Here they saw a rude shanty that looked as if it was
rnlvers to his companion, who saw that it was fully
deserted.
charged, and then buckling the belt around his waist.
"We'd better stop here for the night. . What <lo J:OU
Th e sailors .got up and looked around.
said Will.
say?"
"N othin' in sight," said Flipper. "Come on."
Jack could reply a pistol shot rang out, coming.
Before
They walked off westward along the shore, and as Jack
house.
the
from
and Will, for the latter had grown impatient and joined
by a shrill scream, apparently from a
followed
was
It
his companion, sat up and looked at each other, night degirl.
scended on the face of Nature like the gradual turning
"Help I Help!" cried the voice, in English.
down of a bright gas-jet.
"There's a woman in trouble, Will," cried Jack, excit"\Vell, what do you think of those two chaps?" asked
"Come on; let's see what the matter is."
edly.
Jack.
on by ·the girl's piteous cries, Jack dashed for
Spurred
"I think their room is better than their company," said
the house, followed at a slower pace by Will.
of
door
the
Will.
" That's my opinion. They're bad eggs. I'm glad we
didn' t run foul of them."
"I should say so. We'll camp liere for the night. That
will give them a good start of us."
Although it was now night the sky was so resplendent
with stars, and the air as clear as a bell, that they could
easily see around them for a considerable distance.
'fhe wind had fined down to a light breeze, but the waves
still r olled in with some force, making quite a surf.
The boys talked about their chances of reaching a civilized place on the morrow until the fatigue they had lately
been through ovl!rcame them, and they fell asleep j,n the
shadow of the bushes.
The sun was well up when they awoke in the morning.
The sea was nearly calm now, and there was hardly any
wind.

CHAPTER III.
ROGER GALE AND HIS DAUGHTER.

When Jack reached the door and looked in he sa a
young and pretty girl struggling in the arms of one of the
two ruffianly sailors he and Will had seen the evening I before on the seashore, while t.he other stood in a drunken
attitude looking on, apparently maintaining his equilibrium with great difficulty.
On the floor lay an elderly man, bleeding from a wound
on the side of the bead, eith er dead or unconscious.
The fellow who had hold 1of the girl was almost as tipsy
as his companion.
Jack recognized him a' the person answering to the
name of Sam Griffen.
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Apparently he had done the shooting, and the revolver
lay in the middle of the floor.
The girl was doing her best to fight the ruffian off, but
was like an infant in his muscular grasp.
"There ain't no use of you tryin' to stop me, miss. I
took a fancy to you from the moment you stepped aboard
the bark at Rio, and now that I've got the chance I'm
gain' to kiss you. I've been hankerin' for a smack of your
red lips, and you might just as well oblige me first as last,
seein' as I'll get it in the end whether you like it or not,"
said Griffen, his words interrupted here and there with the
hiccups he could not suppress.
Without calculating the chances he might be up against,
.Tack rushed forward, struck Griffen in the mouth, and tore
i.11e girl from his grasp.
The rascal staggered back, not so much from the blow
as from his general unsteadiness, and then stood glaring
at the boy in angry surprise.
"Who are you, and where did yon come from?" he demanded, with an imprecation.
"You and your friend had better get out of here, for I
guess you're not wanted," replied Jack, coolly, as the girl
he had reRcucd from the rnffian's clutches sank weeping
beside the form she called father.
"Why, you young whipperBnapper, do you dare order me
about?" roared Griffen. "I'll fix you in about two minutes."
He rushed at Jack, but the boy dodged him easily.
Seeing the man' s revolver on the :floor he snatched it up,
cocked it, and stood ready to defend himself against both
men.
"Drop that gun!" shouted Griffen.
"I'll drop you if you do~'t get out of here,'' replied the
.
plucky boy.
Seeing that the sailor was about to dash at him again,
he raised the weapon and pointed it at him.
Griffen started back, for he read determination in the
boy's face and attitude.
After uttering a string of imprecations he cried to hi8
companion:
"Shoot him, Bill. Blow his head off."
Flipper reached for his gun, and after some trouble got
it out.
At that moment Will came to the door and lo~ed in.
Flipper tried to aim at Jack, but made a bungle of it.
The boy took deliberate aim at his wavering hand ~,nd
fired.
·
Flipper with a roar of pain and rage dropped the weapon
as if it had suddenly become red-hot.
"Pick up that gun, Will," said Jack.
Will rushed in and snatched it from the floor, then
walked over beside his fri~nd.
"Now," said Jack, "I'll give you chaps just half a minute to get out. If you don't obey you'll be carried out."
Flipper glared furiously .1t Jack, for two of his fingers
had been put out of business by the boy's shot.
Griffen realized that everything was against him and his
companion.
The presence of the two boys was a surprise to him, ai:d
his drunken mind told him that they could hardly be alone

ORIN0 CO.

in that part of the country, and every moment he expected:
to see some men walk into the shanty.
"All right, my fine chap," he gritted. " I'll know you
when I see you ag'in, and then I'll ,get square with you for
this piece of business."
·
Taking Flipper by the arm, they staggered out of the
house, and the boys watched them go down to the water's
edge, where the wounded ruffian b~.thed his lacer.ated fingers in the sea.
The fellow would have fallen into the water only Griffen
held on to him.
Leaving Will to watch them, Jack went over to where
the distracted girl was bending over her father.
"Is he badly hui:t, miss?" he asked in a sympathetic
tone.
"Oh, I fear he is dead. My poor father!" she moaned
in grief-stricken tones.
Jack felt of the man's heart, and he found tliat it was
beating quite strongly.
"He isn't dead," he said. "Let me look at his wound."
He rubbed the blood away with the discolored handkerchief the girl hacl been using for that purpose, and it
needed no doctor to see that the wolmd wa~ by no means a
desperate one.
"He's not seriously hurt, miss," said Jack. "The bullet just cut the skin along the side of his head."
"Are you sure?" she asked eagerly. "He looks so white
snd still."
''He'll come around all right. Will," he said to his
friend, "go down fo the shore and bring some water up in
that vessel," pointing at a sort of gourd which lay on the
floor.
Will picked up the gourd and went on his errand.
"So this is your father, miss.?" said Jack.
"Yes."
"How came u both here? Are you the young lady
whose father owns the bark Molly Owen, that foundered
in the late gale?"
"Yes. How did you know?" she asked, looking at him
in surprise.
"I heard those two rascals talking about you and the
loss of the vessel last evening some miles down the shore.
From their conversation I judged that everybody aboa,rd
was lost but themselves."
"My father and I were saved by a spar, and came ashore
here during the night."
"You were fortunate, both of you. My friend and I
were wrecked on this coast, too, by the same gale, which
caught· us way down off Georgetown, and blew us up here.
We were out sailing· in a small boat, and the wonder is we
ever lived through the storm, for the boat was not a good
one by any means."
"What is your name? I wish to thank you for coming
to my assistance."
"My name is Jack Garrison. My friend's name is Will
Merritt. May I ask y,ours ?"
"J ~ssie Gale. My fathe1"s name is Roger Gale. I am
very grateful to you for saving me from that man. He was
intoxicated, but still he knew what be was doing. He and
his companion were common sailors aboard my father's
bark. Their names are Griffen all.cl Flippe.r."
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"Have you had anything to eat since you came ashore?"
"I am glad I was able to be of service to you, 1\liss Gale,
and anything further that I and my friend can do for you asked Jack in a low tone of Jessie.
"Yes; we found some rice cakes and a little water in
and your father you can depend we will do."
"Thank you. I appreciate your kindness," and she that gourd," she replied. "It was enough for two slight
meals."
flashed a grateful look at him.
"We have a little potted tongue, some crackers and
At that point Will returned with the gourd full of
water. We will divide with you and your father."
water.
"Thank you. It is very kind of you to offer to provide
"Where are those two rascals now, Will?" asked ,Jack,
as he proceeded to wash Roger Gale's wound and bathe his for us out of your little store. If you will give me a drink
and a cracker now it is all I shall want for the present."
face and head.
Jack brought the water-keg, and held it while she drank
"They're walking up the shore," replied Will.
"Now that we are armed they'd better keep out of our from the bung-hole, as that was the only way.
When ~he had ~afo:fiecl her thirst he handed her half a
way," said Jack.
of the crackers.
dozen
In a few minutes the girl's father recovered his senses,
boys then ate sparingly themselves.
The
and Jack helped him to sit up, propping his back against
Later on, when J\Ir. Gale awoke much better and rehis knee.
"Dear, dear father, how do you feel?" asked Jessie, freshed by his sleep, Jack helped him to the water and a
share of the f'rovender.
solicitously.
Jack then satisfied his curiosity concerning the presence
"Not very good, my darling. Am I badly hurt?"
himself and his friend in that out-of-the-way spot, and
of
"No, sir," put in Jack. "You'll feel all right in a little
in turn told the boys something about the voyage of the
he
while. Let me bandage your head up."
J\Iolly Owen. after she had sailed north from Rio
ill-fated
Gale.
Mr.
asked
rascals?"
"Where are those
de JaneiTo till she was overtaken and wrecked by the gale.
''They've gone away. Tl)is boy made them go."
Then they all talked about their prospects of reaching
The gentleman was puzzled to understand how Jack and
his friend happened to be on the scene, but he did not feel civilization before lack of food knocked them out.
All J\lr. Gale knew about their position was that they
in shape to ask questions just then.
on the south shore of the delta of the Orinoco, probwere
He closed his eyes and rested his head on his daughter's
least 100 miles from the mouth of the river.
at
ably•
lap.
know of any towns along this shore?" asked
you
"Do
called
he
so
quiet,
have
he
that
better
it
Jack thought
Jack.
Will, and they went outside.
"I know there is a place called Placoa, about twenty-five
"That's the girl we heard those sailors talking about last
evening. She and her father escaped the wreck of the miles this side of the river, and I know there is a town by
bark by floating ashore on a spar. Those rascals evidently the name of Barrancas on the northern side of the river
dropped in at this hut and found them here. The ruf- near its mouth, but that is the extent of my knowledge of
fians were half seas over from the contents of that whisky this part of Yenezuela. There are probably many native
flask, which I dare say they have emptied between them. villages scattered about in this neighborhood, but we are
Griffen is clearly sweet on the young lady, who is far above likely to hit one more by accident than anything else. We
his class, and seeing her here with only her father to pro- must try to reach Placoa, for we can't miss it by going
tect her he thought he could take liberties with impunity. straight on, provided we are able to get that. far. I should
Her father in defending her from him aroused the fellow's imagine that it would take us several days traveling on
anger, and Griffen shot him. Fortunately he made a bad foot to reach it."
"We can't get there then unless we find something more
shot, though he came pretty near putting a bullet in the
eat. What we have will not last over to-morrow," said
to
gentleman's brain."
Jack.
"You think he'll recover?"
As matters stood the prospect before them was indeed
"Sure, unless he should get a fever or something of that
gloomy.
kind on account of his wound, which is really not dangerous as it stands."
"I suppose we'll have to wait here till he is well enough
CHAPTER IV.
to go on with us?"
THE VILLAGE INN.
"We were going to stay anyway all night. He may be
in shape in the morning to make a start."
Next morning Mr. Gale was feeling all right again, he
"The small amount of provisions and water we have said, except a natural soreness about his wound which Jack
treated again with an application of sea water.
won't go far among four."
The gourd was cleaned out, and the balance of their
"That can't be helped. They have their share, and then
emptied into it.
water
We
somehow.
out
come
We'll
luck.
to
trust
we must all
Their breakfast consisted of two crackers and some
have been quite lucky so far, and I hope good fortune will
tongue between as a sandwich, and a drink or two of water.
continue to favor us."
After they had finished, lraving them for the time being
The boys returned to the house in half an hour, ;rust as
the sun was sinking, and found the girl in the same posi- more hungry than before, they started on their tramp for
the town of Placoa.
tion, with lrnr father's head on her lap.
Following a beaten track they gradually lost sight of
He was asleep, and breathing easily.
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the ocean in the wood, but supposed they ·were walking the natives could furnish, and the man and his wife agreed
parallel with it.
to entertain the party for the night.
They rested at. frequent intervals, as the heat oppressed
While the woman was preparincr a meal the man brought
them very m_uch indeed.
out a lotion which he told Jack would heal Mr. Gale's
Th~ exertrnn and the warmth was felt particularly by' woLmd, ancl so tl'le boy applied it and bound the gentletheTh
girll' and
'
! mans' bead up with
· fresh rags. '
tt ,her father.
d
.
e a er s wou~ was fevensh, and he felt the pain and
The party were so hungry that the plain fare set before
general effects of it the further -they went.
them tast d.
......
1
At 1 t h h d t .
e sumpLLlOUS y.
as
e a 0 he down, declaring that he didn't
They were encouraged too by the news that' they would
know whether
he could
go any· further ·
· a large village
·
· ' or so further on, at which
·
.
.
stnke
ten' miles
Jessie looked anx10us and worried.
~
they might secure a conveyance to take them to Placoa.
Jack, who had taken a fancy to her, which she seemed
Jack, on inquiry, lea:rnecl that the two sa.ilors had ,passed
to return, spoke encouragingly to her, and said things there early in the afternoon and had secured a meal and
would turn out all right in the encl.
directions.
'
After an hour's rest Mr. Gale made an effort to go on.
It was, therefore, presumed that they had gone on to the
T~ey walked very slowly, making very little progress, village.
on his account.
.
The hut consisted of two room&-the living one, which
. ~ oon came, and they rested to eat and drink, but Jes- was large, and a sleeping apartment, which was small.
s1e s father could only take a little water.
When the woman had cleaned up the man brought a
While they were lounging about Jack spied something quantity of dry straw into the big room, spread it along
hanging in the bushes.
one of the walls, and tolcl Jack that they must put up with
Investigating the object, he found it was the cartridge that for their bed.
belt Griff.en had worn.
As the party couldn't do any better they lay down on
The loss o.I' the revolver had caused him to throw the it just as they were, and slept through the night without
belt away wl1en it felt uncomfortable.
being disturbed in any way.
Jack was glad to get it, for it furnished him and Will
After breakfast next morning they were provided with
with a surplus of ammunition for their revolvers.
some food ancl an earthen bottle of milk to take with them.
He Teplacecl the two discharged cartridges with fresh
Jack offered the man four shillings, which Will supplied,
ones, and divided the rest with Will.
and he seemed perfectly satisfied with the remuneration.
He kept the belt, thinking it might prove of some use.
As a matter or fact, he was well paid.
During the afternoon they reached a small stream of
The party then started in the direction in which the
water, took copious drinks of it refilled their gourd with village lay, along a well-defined trail made by wagon
' warm and not very re- ' wheels and animals.
fresh, for the supply they had was
freshing, and washed their hands and faces .
They reached the village about two o'clock, ancl Jack
Jack bathed Mr. Gale's inflamed wound repeatedly, and learned that there was an inn at the further end of it.
Tebanclagecl it.
Their presence in the place attracted much attention
"I feel almost like a new man after that." said Jessie's and curiosity as tliey passed along, ancl they were followed
father. "My blood was so feverish that I felt ill all over. by an increasing mob of children until they reached the
You are veTy good to me, my lad, and I won't forget your inn, which was a two-story stone structure, very old in
kindness."
appearance, and very dirty and unkempt.
The lapdlord was· lounging in the doorway, smoking a
"Don't mention it, sir. It's our duty to do all "·c can
fqr each other. We're comrades in har~l luck, you know." long cheroot, and he eyecl the party with no great favor.
Jack asked for accommodation and information.
As he looked at the girl he Raw her eyes resting on him
"How
far i.s it to Placoa ?" he asked the boniface.
with a look of gratitude and friendliness that rather
"Over
one hundred miles," was the reply.
thrilled him.
"As
far
as that, eh? Can we get a wagon to take us
The party continued their way, much refreshed, and
there?"
Mr. Gale was little trol1bkc1 wilh l1is wound clnring the
The man shook his head.
next few miles, when tliey came in Eight of cultivated
"We will pay good.v
fields and other evidences or eirilization.
"You. have money?" said the landlorc, beginning to
Finally they struck a thatched hol\se of one story about
show interest at last.
sundown .
. A man, a woman, and several nearly naked children
"We have some,'' replied Jack.
came to the doorway to look at them.
/
"How much?" asked the landlord.
·
cl
"Enough to pay you for entertain~ent till to-morrow
Their appearance was evi ently a great surprise to the
people.
morning and the services of a wagon and driver, if we ean
Jack tackled the man in Spanish, and managed to make get one, to take us to Placoa ."
their plight understood.
_T_he landlord seemed to reflect while he scanned the four
He learned that they had been walking from the delta cntJ?ally.
.
and were now about six or seven miles from it
'
Fma1ly he bluntly stated bis charge for the accommodaHe offered to pay for food and such accom~odation as tion asked for, and his price was double his customary
rates.
.
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"Your objection won't cut much ice.''
"But we'll need all our fonds when we reach Placoa."
"That's nothing to the landlord. He'll roast us as well
funds before he would accept their custom.
he can."
ai:;
Jack.
said
Will,"
"Show him a sovereign,
At that moment two men came around the corner 0£ the
Will pulled out the six and displayed them before the
building.
landlord's eyes.
One glauce satisfied the boys as to their identity.
'The man's eyes sparkled covetously, and he became all
They were the sailors, Griffen and Flipper.
smiles and politeness at once.
With a lo;w bow he waved them in.
The room they were introduced to was the main one of
CHAPTER V.
the inn, but it was not particularly inviting, particularly
THREATENED TROUBLE.
to a young lady like Jessie Gale.
Jack inquired as to the accommodations they could
The two sailors saw the boys at the same moment, and
have for the night.
stopped and regarded th~m with black looks.
they
The landlord said he could let them have three separate
Jack returned their stare with one of indifference.
rooms, and the boy said they would like to see them.
The sailors consulted and then retited the way they_
The man led the way upstairs to the next story, and
came.
showed them the rooms.
"We'll have to look out £or them; they will probably try
There was a single bed in each, and not much 0£ a bed to do us mischief," said Will.
at that.
"If they bother us they're likely to encounter a bullet
The rest of the furniture consisted 0£ a stool and a wash- each," replied .Jack.
stand.
"Unless tlwy take us off our guard."
Leaving Mr. Gale and his daughter in one 0£ them for
"'l'hey might pounce on us when we're asleep."
the present, the boys returned downstairs with the land"One of us will ha \·e to keep watch while the other
lorO..
sleeps, turn and turn about."
Jack ordered the best meal the boniface could get up,
"You must tell Mr. Gale and his daughter that they are
and then he and Will went outside and sat on a bench.
·
here."
Their surroundings on one side was a wood, on the other
''Of course."
the straggling houses of the village.
"We could put the landlord on to them, too."
A donkey, loaded with panniers, and driven by a man on
"I wouldn't trust the landlord any further than I can
foot, was passing along the road that led into the wood.
see him."
The flock of children which had accompanied the party
"It's his iluty to protect his guests."
to the inn had departed, and the boys were mighty glad
"That's all very nice, but I daresay if he thought he
of it.
could make anything by standing in with those chaps he'd
On the whole the village c1id not seem to be a lively 'one, clo it."
their advent seemingly being the most important thing
"Do you think the lanclloi·d is as bad as that?"
that had happened for some time.
"I think he's not to be trusted. -f'm sorry he saw all
"It's a good thing you can speak Spanish, Jack," said il~use Rovereigns. I have a general idea what these native~
Will. "We never could have made our wants known to the are. i~;verything is fish that comes into their nets."
boss 0£ this alleged hotel."
Will was much disturbed by Jack's summing up of their
"Yes, for Spanish is spoken, more or less, all through situation.
South AmeTica. ''
He wasn't experienced in the ways of the world, conse"Where did you pick it up?"
quently it was a shock to him to learn unpleasant facts .
"Down in Rio, where I stopped about six months, owing
,Tack, on t.he contrary, bad rubbed elbows with th~ world
to a game leg."
and he was a sharp observer oi everything that
as it
"There is one thing that talks better than any language," came his way.
grinned Will.
lf he distrusted a man he kept his weather eye lifting
"What is that?"
for possible trouble.
rcl\foney. Did you notice how that fellow took his hat
He was never asleep, so it was harc1 to catch him napoff to us as soon as I showed him the six sovereigns?"
ping.
"You ought not to have displayed all your money. I
[n due time they were called to supper, and found a good
told you to show him one. Now he'll soak us good for: meal on the table.
everything we have."
Jessie and her father came down, and the first thing
J ark did was to tell them of the presence of Griffen and
"He named his price .before he saw my money."
"That doesn't make any difference. He'll charge for Flipper.
'I'he girl looked a bit uneasy, for since her encounter
extras that we won't get or are not worth what be asks
with Griffen she feared the man.
for them."
Jack assured her that he and Will would protect her.
"We won't pay him."
"We each have a revolver, you know, with a supply of
"It probably would not be to our interest to scrap with
cartridges," he ?aic1, ":::o it. won't be safe for anybody to try
him."
any monkey shines with you."
"I don't believe in being robbed."
Jack said they would pay it.

'11 he man, however, wanted to see some evidence of their
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They enjoyed the meal very much, an<l at the encl of it keep her a week or a month? Me and Flipper will watch
the landlord appeare<l with a jug of liquor and three cher- her while you and Silva do the negotiating for her reoots similar to what he smoked himself.
turn."
. Re laicl the jug before Mr. Gale, ancl handed the smokes
Domingo ancl Silva consulted i~ a low tone, too low for
. around.
Jack to hear what passed between them.
The boys tossed theirs to Mr. Gale.
"We agree, Senor Griffen," said Domingo.
"The liquor ·and the cheroots will be charged extnl,''
"Good ! You will provide horses for us all?"
said Jack to Will.
"Si. Leave everything to us."
"Why so? We didn't order them."
"Now, how about them kids?" chipped in Flipper.
"That doesn't matter. 'l1 hat's the way this fellow does "One of them did this to me," and he held up his bandaged
business."
hand. "I would like to pay him back."
"You seem to have him down pretty fine."
"You would have your revenge, eh?" grinned Domingo.
"Every foreign landlord tries to make all he can out of
"Yes," replied Flipper, fiercely. "I want to get squar e
his customers-especially when he knows they are Ameri- with him."
cans."
awhich one is he?"
''I don't see why Americans should be a special mark
"The stouter of the two. You have seen them both, so
for graft."
you know the one I mean."
"Well, tlwy are."
"Si. He is a boy you must handle with care."
"?-.Iy Rix Fovereigns won't last lono- at that rate."
"Handle with care!" roare<l Flipper, contemptuou~sly.
W'i.r
b
tOU won't carry any of them out of Venezuela."
"I could throttle him with one hand."
~Ir. Gale said that he and his daughter would retire to
"Maybe, if you catch him off his guard; otherwise he
their rooms at once, as they needed re~t badly.
is not of the kind that is easy to manage. I read his face,
.It w:s after dark, so the landlord provided each of them
seno1'. I see there fight."
with a candle, and they said good-night to the boys, who
"Bah ! Ile is only a kid.''
were not ready to go to heel yet.
Domingo shrugged his shoulders.
There was a large kitchen at the back of the house, and
"Suppose I fight a boy like him 1 make sure I get in
Jack and Will took a peep into it as they strolled about
the first blow," he said, rolling a .cigarette and lighting it.
outside.
'· Re has the grit that tells. He is of your country, but yon
They saw Griffen and Flipper seated at a table with a
rlo not seem to know him. I see him once only; that it>
r:onple of rascally-looking natives, who looked very much
enough for me to tell what he shall be pable of when it
like the gauchos of the Argentine Republic.
comes to the what you call pinch."
The four were eating and drinking, and seemed to be on
"Which of the rooms will he and his pal sleep in?"
excellent terms.
~laking a sign to Wil1 to keep back, Jack slipped over to asked Flippe1'.
"That I do not know: When they all are asleep it is
the next window.
to find out. There is no lock or bolt on the doors.
easy
All windows were open in that climate, and as Jack was
he sometimes wish to pay a visit to his roomers in
Sanchez
now within earshot of the table, he easily heard what the
the
night
when they are asleep, which he could no do if
four men were saying.
they
locked
themselves in."
Their talk was c~rried on in Spanish, but Jack under"Then
we
can count on Sanchez to keep his hands off in
stood that language almost as well as he did Engl\sh.
matter
of
the girl?" said Griffen.
this
"'!'he old man is well off, though he doesn't look it
"Si,
senor.
I will tell him what shall happen in the
now," Griff was saying. "He's got a house and a bank
night,
and
he
will
keep out of the way."
arrount•in New York, and he '11 collect the insurance on his
"What
time
shall
we p\111 the job off?"
lm1t hark. You help us carry ihe girl off and I'll guarantee
"We will sa:v midnight. It is a goocl time. By · dayhe'll come clown with our p1·ice to get her back."
"Tt will he no trouble to carry her away, senor," said break we will be many miles on our way."
"All right. The matter is settled, then?"
one of the dark-skinned natives, named Domingo. "If you
Domingo nodded and ·rose from the table with his comarc Rure Silva ancl I will make a good round sum out of
panion.
the j.ob you can consider the matter settled."
"I go now to make the preparations. We will meet a.t
"Sure! Why, man alive, her father dotes on her. He
the
comer of the house in three hours."
will ' pay any price to have her restored to him,'' replietl
The
two gauchos strolled out by the back door, leaving
(l-riffen.
the
sailors
together.
·
"But if he has not the money nearer than New York
he
had
heard
enough,
rejoined Will.
Jack,
satis£ed
we will have to wait Rome time before he can pay down the
As
they
walked
hack
to
the
door
of
the
inn Jack detaileJ
price. The girl must be watched and taken care of in the
the rasca1ly project that was on the tapis for the night.
meantime," saic1 Domingo.
"My gracious!" exclaimed Wm. "How are we going to
"Of course; but you say -you have a capital hiding place
prevent this? There are four of them, you say."
up the. Orinoco."
"We must watch for them, and give them such a hot
"Si, senor. One week's journey by horseback. from
reception that they'll think they were hit by an earthhere."
·
''Then what difference will it make whether you have to quake," replied Jack.
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however."
:you ought to inform the landlord and demand

"I think
his protection."
"The landlord is as big a rascal ·~s the others. We'v~
got to rely on our own efforts for protection."
"Those native chaps will be armed, I suppose?" said
Will.
"They are likely to have kniv s, but we can easily hold
them off with 0ur revolvers."
"Can we hold off four men? That is heavy odds for us,
don't you think?"
"We'll do the best we can. Let's go up and see how we
can stand them off."
'rhey entered the inn and walked up the stairs to the
second floor.
Investigation showed them that there was a second stairway at the rear o~ the corridor on which the rooms opened.
"'l'hey'll come up the back way, most likely," said Jack.
"And the stairs are so dark we'll never be able to see
them as the:y creep up."
"Unfortunately that's right. Then two of them could
come up the front stairs at the same time the others were
ascending these back ones, and we'd be caught between two
fires."
"What are we going to do in order to save Miss Gale
from being carried o:fl' ?"
"There's only one way that I can see that offers any
·
chance."
"What is that?"
"We must awaken her father, tell him about the situation, and have !1im arouse his daughter. Then we'll all
take refuge in ole room and try and fight the four rascals
off. There's bound to be shooting, and that ought to atr tract attention, though it's my opinion nobody around here
will come to our assistance."
"'l'his is a pretty state of things," growled Will. "A
:fine country where a party of unfortunate travelers can't
put up at a country hotel without being set upon by rascals and done lip."
"Foreigners like us have to take chances in the wilds of
these South American republics."
"I wish to gracious I was back in Georgetown, where
British law prevails."
"Wishing won't get you there. We are up against a
hard proposition, and must take the bull by the horns."
"Well, are you going to arouse Mr. Gale?"
"Not yet. Those chaps are not coming up here till
midnight-at least that was the time I heard them set.
We'll let Mr. Gale and his daughter sleep as long as possible. They need rest, while we can stand a little hardship."
. "I haven't seen a:ay other lodgers up here," said Will.
"Let's look at the other rooms, and see if we can find a
better one for making a defense than the three the landlord assigned to us. The ones we have taken are too small
for fo ....r to huddle in and do much."
Jack thought his companion's suggestion a good one,
and they proceeded to investigate the other rooms.
At the end of the passage, near the back stairs, they
found a fair-sized room, but it showed evidences of occupancy.
"This room would be just the. place to make a stand in, fl
said Will.

"Yes. It is occupied by somebody,
"What if it is ? We can take possession on the ground
that we are menaced by an attack, and therefore have the
right to adopt the best means at hand to save ourselves."
"'1 he occupant will probably be on hand before the hour
of the attack, and he will doubtless object to letting us in."
"Let's stay here now, and hold the fort against all comers."
"We'll sit out in the corridor so as to keep an eye on
things."
"How are we going to keep track of time?"
"Guess at it. I judge that it isn't more than nine now."
The boys found a couple of stools in the room, and took
possession of them.
Time passed slowly with them.
'rhe house was quiet except at the kitchen end, whence
they could hear loud talking and laughter.
Jack £.nally got tired of inaction, and crept down the
rear stairs and listened to what was going on in the kit·
chen.
It appeared to be occupied by a number of persons, who
were evidently drinking as welf as talking, as the ~oy
•
judged by the clinking of the glasses.
The two -wom~n he-had seen in there, servants of the
house, appeared to have retired and left the room to the
men who had come to enjoy themselves.
The landlord was there, for Jack recognized his voice.
There was a door at the end of the passage.
Jack opened it and looked out.
'rhe night was bright, and he coulcl see all around the
immediate vicinity.
He didn't see anybody moving.
Stepping outside Jack walked aroJind to the front of the
•
house.
The two sailors were sitting near the front door, talking
and smoking.
The idea. occurred to the boy that the easiest way out of
their difficulty would be for them to leave the inn on the ./.
sly while the coast was _clear.
Accordingly he returned to Will, who had been impatiently waiting for him in the dark, anq told~im what he
proposed doing!
"That's a good idea," replied Will. "Let's do it."
Jack at once 'fent to the -room occupied by Mr. Gale,
aroused him, and in as few words as possible told him what
they were up against.
He was astonish,ed and much disturbed.
He agreed with the boy's proposition to leave the place
on the quiet.
Dressing himself, he went to the next room and a .vakened his daughter.
After explaining matters he told her to dress herself as
quickly as she could, and join them all in the corridor.
In ten minutes she came .out of the room.
"Now follow me," said Jack, al).d he led the way toward
the rear stairway.
As they wer~ about to descend a door opened below, and
a man with a. candle appeared at the foot of the stairs.
It :was the landlord, and he was evidently coming up.
1
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CHAPTER VI.
A STROKE OF LUCK.

Owing to the darkness above the landlord did not see the
party in the act of descending, and they made no noise to
attract his attention.
Jack was in the lead, and saw the man first.
He stepped back and whispered that they must take
refuge in the nearest room until the landlord bad got out
of the way.
The boy guessed that the boniface occupied the large
room that showed signs of being used right along. .
Opening the first door at hand, Jack pushed the others
inside a.ncl then followed himself, closing it to a. crack.
The landlord reached the landing and entered his room,
but did not close his door, somewhat to Ja9k's uneasiness,
since they dared not make a move as long as the man was
in a position to observe them.
'The boss of the roost moved around his room for a few
minutes, then came out into the corridor and listened.
All was still. ·
After standing for a .short time, as if deliberating over
. omething, he started along the corridor toward the Tooms
allotted to his four guests.
Jack opened ·the door and looked after him.
It was so dark that be couldn't see his figure.
N evertbeless he suspected the man's object.
He believed that his purpose was to go to the room in
which he expected to find Will and him asleep by thls timeJ
and go through 11is companion's clothes in order to possess
himself of the six sovereigns he had seen, and any other
money the boy had.
.Jack's conjectme was correct, for that was the man's
object.
His cupidity bacl been excited by the gold, and be had an
idea Will had not shown him all he possessed.
The fellow was so silent and cautious in his movements
tliat Jack cou.ld not teil when he entered one ·of the rnoms.
He knew that it would only be a question of'a few moments when the landlord would discover that they had left
their rooms, and that would arouse his suspicions as well
as his anger.
'
They had little time to lose before there would be a ruction in the place that would arouse attention and lead to
trouble.
Relying on the darkness to obscure their retreat, Jf!ck
called on the others to follow him.
~ "Make as little noise as you can, for the landlord is
clown the corridor," he said.
They followed him to the head of the back stairs, and
then down to the ground floor.
Jack opened the back door and looked out.
'Flverything was silent, and there was no one in sight.
"Come on," he said, stepping outside, and they followed
him.
'There was an outhouse close by, and Jack's object ~as
to put that between them and the inn to begin with.
It would serve to hide' their further retreat to the woods
behind.
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They reached the building without discovery, and then
hurried off toward a field that lay between the inn and
the woods.
They had barely reached and entered it when they became aware of a commotion in the rear.
"The landlord has found out that we have dusted out,
an.cl he is raising Cain and organizing immediate pursuit;"
said Jack. "Unless we are 8een crossing this field he'll
naturally conclude we have gone down the road, that is,
unless Gi'iffen and his companion ca~ear that we have
not. That all depends on how long those two rascals have
been sitting in the f·t ont of the hou..se, which commands a
view of the road.''
The party got an extra hustle on, a.nc1 ran toward the
wood as fast as they could go.
They •reached it quite out op breath, and stopped while
Jack reconnoitered.
They could see the inn in the moonlight, and made out
nearly a dozen persons moving about there.
"We'll go on," said Jack. "The sooner we place some
distance between us and the inn the better our chances £or
escape will be."
They were about to start ahead when the rapid gallop
of 'horses came to their ears.
Two or more mounted persons were approaching them
through the wood.
~hat made their position awkward.
1
We must hide till the riders go by," said Jack.
'That was an easy matter, and soon they were concealed
in a bunch of bushes.
.
Hardly had they disappeared when two horsemen came
dashing up, each leading a second animal.
'ro the consternation of the fugitives the men reined in
in front of theil' place of concealment, and dismounted.
Peering at them thr~ugh the foliage, Jack recognized
them as -the two gauchos.
They tied all four horses to one of the trees near by, and
then rolled and lighted a cigarette each.
"We have yet lots of time," said one of them in Spanish.
"Why wait till miClnight to carry off the girl? Sanchez is with us. The sooner we get started the further
along our road we'll be by morning," said the fellow whose
name was Silvft.
"Very good," replied Domingo. "Follow me."
The two rascals started for the inn.
As soon as they passed out of the wood the fugitives
came from tbeir place of concealment.
"Here's luck," said Jack.
"What do you mean?" asked Will.
"Those horses. See them? There art! four 0£ them,
and four of us. On their backs we'll soon get out of this
neighborhood, and can defy pursuit."
"That will be great," cried Will, in a tone of animation.
·
"We'll lead them a short distance before we mount, so
that those rascals won't hear the sound of their hoofs," said
Jack.
He stepped forward and rapidly 1detached each of the
animals in turn.
"Take this one, Will," he said. "Mr. Gale, grab the
bridle of this one. I'll take the other two myself."

•
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The man couldn't say, but intimated that it was at a
After leading the horses a hundred yards into the woods
distance.
considerable
and
himself,
led
he
two
the
of
one
Jack he! ped Jessie on
"Is there a town or village near here?" continued the
mounted the other.
Will and Mr. Gale were quickly in the saddles of theirs. boy.
"Six miles ahead there is a village," was the reply.
"Now off we go," said Jack. "Miss Gale and I will lead
\
"This road leads to it, dpes it?"
the way." ,
The man nodded.
"Are you going straight ahead?" asked Will.
".Muchas gracias," said Jack. "Give him a emall piece
"For the present, yes."
of silver, Will."
"Where will that take us to?"
Will handed the man a sixpence.
"I couldn't tell you. :My object just now is to secure
He looked at it, ~na then, taking off his hat, made the
our escape. rrhat is the first consideration. we . may go
party a low, sweeping bow, grinning all over his face.
out of our way, but that can't be helped."
"How much did you give him, Will?" asked Jack.
Off they started, Jack and Jessie riding side by side, and
His friend told him.
carrying on a conversation together.
'.' I'll bet that's more than the fellow will earn by workThe girl proved to be a splendid rider, much to Jack's
all day."
ing
satisfaction.
met people frequently after that, who rega-rded
They
As for Jack himself, he could ride anything in the shape
·
curiously.
them
horse.
a
.of
enough
strangers were apparently not often seen
good
ride
could
Foreign-looking
he
but
expert,
an
not
was
Will
I
to suit all purposes, while Mr. Gale was accustomed to in that neighborhood.
At length they saw the village in the dis\ance, and hashorseback exercise.
At the end of half an hour they emerge.cl from the wood tened toward it.
Jack reined in ·at <.me of the first houses, and inquired
into a br<\ad path.
This they followed without -figuring where it would take if i here was an inn in the place.
them to.
'l'here was none, but he was told he would find one on
They rode for many miles in the moonlight without the main road a few miles further on.
meeting with a soul.
So they passed through the village, and aimed for the
, 'rhey passed many cottages on the edge of cultivated i it: ll in question.
grounds.
i 'l'hey reached it about eight o'clock, and found it to be
a fair-looking place.
Their inmates had been asleep hours before.
safe
fairly
feeling
walk,
a
to
down
slowed
they
Jack told the landlord that they wanted a good breakAt length
from being overhauled by their enemies, who could scarcely fast, and their horses looked after.
have found out their line of retreat.
'J'he party was invited to make themselves at home.
'l'he landlord was curious to learn whence they bad
"Say, Jack, I guesa we've gone ten miles by this time,"
come, but Jack parried the question.
said Will from behind.
He learned that Placoa was eighty miles to the north"I wouldn't be surprised if we have," returned Jack.
"Suppose we're riding away from Placoa instead of to- west.
"We have quite a ride before us," said Jessie.
ward it."
"Yes, but it isn't half as bad as walking," said Jack.
"We'll -find out when we meet one of the inhabitants."
a good wash and a chance to fix themselves up, the
After
''That swindling old landlord must be in a blue funk
sat down to a bountiful breakfast, which
fugitives
four
over our beating him out of what was .coming to him,"
they enjoyed hugely.
laughed Will.
"He isn't half as mad as the sailors and the two natives . Their horses were then brought around in :front of the
'
rnn.
who conspired to abduct Miss Gale," returned Jack.
and after paying him
price,
fair
a
charged
landlord
The
"Those sailors are fierce rascals. They ought to try to
Placoa.
toward
way
i;heir
on
out
set
party
the
help ·Miss Gale and her father, seeing as they were aboard
no further
anticipated
and
now,
good
feeling
were
All
the same vessel, instead of working the other way."
they had
thought
they
whom
enemies,
their
from
trouble
"If we catch them in Placoa we may be able to fix
·
ou.tgeneraled.
them."
But that was where they made a mistake.
"That will depend on what kind of place the town fo."
"Well, let's get on a little faster."
They touched up their horses, and for the next hour
CHAPTER VII.
made better time.
TRACKED DOWN.
The moon had set by this time, and there were indications that day would soon break.
'They traveled all day at a rapid rate, for the:v were
Three quarters of an hour later the sun rose, and they anxiou~ to rl:'ach their destination as ~oon a possible.
They haa secured a subf:tantial lunch at the inn to carrv
saw a couple oi field laborers approaching along the road.
Jack stopped them and ask eel them the direction in with them, and this they ate about one. o'clock in a shady
nook along the road.
which Placoa lay.
'l'he man wan~d his hand to the right and forward.
All probably would nave gone well with them but for a
luckless turn of fate.
"How far off is it?"
1
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They came to a junction of two roads about five o'clock,
and stopped, puzzled to know which was the proper one for
them to take.
While they were deliberating a sinister-looking fellow
came riding .up with a bag across his saddle behind.
Jack hailed him, and asked which of the two roads
ought they to follow to go to Placoa.
He eyed them sharply 9efore replying, and then said
the left.
"You can't expect to travel all night," he said, "so I will
recommend you to stop 'at the inn I came from. You will
get good beds and good fare there. I always patronize
the place myself, for you might travel a long way and fare
worse."
The man rode on and soon disappeared around a turn
in the highway.
''I don't like the cut of that fellow's jib," said Jack.
''Nor I," agreed Will. "I wonder if, he directed us
right?"
"We'll have to chance it. At any rate, he said we would
come across an inn where we would get good beds and ent ertainment. That is what we are on the lookout for. We
all need a good sleep to-night, even if we had to take it in
the woods."
So they followed the road the man had indicated, and
thereby laid the foundation of all their subsequent troubles.
But as good often comes out of evil it was fol'tunate for
th e two boys in the end, that the finger of fate beckoned
the party o_ut of the right road.
Night overtook them before anything in the shape of a
house showed up.
They remarked that they no 1onger wet with the cultivated fields they had passed so often before, and that the
way was more lonesome and wild than they had hitherto
encountered.
"I'm. thinking that fellow lied to us," said Will. "I do
not believe we shall find any inn to stop at."
"I see a light ahead," said Jack. "It's close to the
road. Perhaps it is the inn wc are looking for."
They soon i·eached the building, and it looked like a
house of entertainment.
The building was of two stories, long and weatherbeaten, and before it stood a cart, the horses of which they
could hear neighing in the stable at the rear.
The front door was shut, and there was no sign of business about the place.
Jack alighted, and told the others not to dismount until
he had invest igated.
He walked up to a window, the shutters of which stood
open.
By standing on tiptoe he could overlook the whole room.
The only person inside was a haTd-looking woman, who
was seated before a table mending a man's garment.
There was another and larger table in the center of the
room, with a dozen chairs pulled up to it.
' In a corner was a kind of dresser filled with cheap
crockery.
Along one of the walls was a line of pegs for hanging
hats and clothes.
There were many other things which it is not necessary
to particularize.
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Before Jack had completed his survey a dog barked in
the yard at a furious rate, and the party heard his chain
rattle as if he was tugging at it.
The woman put down her work and came toward the
door.
Jack hastily left the window and went to meet her.
"What do you want?" she asked in a surly tone in Spanish.
"Is this an inn?" asked the boy.
"Yes, but we don't take in everybody."
"There are four of us--a gentleman, his daughter, another boy and myself. We want supper, beds, and breakfast."
The woman peered at the rest of the party.
"Come in," she said. "I will send a man to take charge
of your horses."
Jack helped Jessie to dismount, and she and her father
entered the house, while Jack and Will held the animals
till a rough-looking fellow came out of the yard and took
charge of them.
The boys then went into the house.
The four sat on a settee on one side of the room, feelin·g
Yery much like cats in a strange garret.
Presently an overgrown, clownish-looking youth appeared and began setting one end of the big table for four .
It didn't take him long, and then he disappeared.
In the course of half an hour a rude repast was ready for
the party, and the woman told them to sit up and eat.
•'he resumed her occupation, but J ack noticed that she
was furtively watching them.
When the meal wa~ :finished Jack said they would like to
go to bed, as they were tired.
'l'he woman summoned the clownish boy and ordered
him to sl1ow the party to the rooms she mentioned on the
floor above.
The b'oy took three candles and led the way.
As they were ascending the stairs they heard a clatter of
hoofs outside, and that indicated several new arrivals.
Jessie was shown into a small corner room, her father
to one adjoining it, while the boys were taken to a room
further on.
The boy Teft a candle m each room, and then returned .
downstairs.
" I'm fagged out," said Will. "I shall sleep like a top
to-night."
Jack walked to the window that opened on the road
and looked out.
The moon was just risii:g above the tree-tops and shone
full on the house.
The boy beard an excited conversation in Spanish going '
on below.
He looked down and then he got a shock.
He saw the two sailors, Griffen and Flipper, and their
rascally native companions, Domingo and Silva, with two
other fellows of their own breed, standing at the door talking to the woman and rough-looking man.
From what Jack heard, the newcomers had learned of
their arrival and were in high glee over the discovery.
'l'hut they meant 'to profit by it there could be no doubt.
"Will," whispered Jack.
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"What do you want?" asked hi~ .friend with a yawn, and
half undressed.
"\\'c·re trapped."
'•Trapped! What do you mean?" cried Will, startled
into :wakefulness.
"Six men have just reached this inn."
"What of it?"
"Two of them are the sailors."
"What!" gasped Will. "Jot Griffen and Flipper?"
"That's who tbey are. The other four are South Americans, two o.f whom are Domingo and Silva, the rascals we
done out o.f the horses.''
"Great Scott! don't say that!"
"They have just learned from the landlady of this inn
that we are here.,;

THE
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A few minutes afterwards Jessie appeared with a frightened face.
'·Let us go to the head of the stairs," said Mr. Gale.
"Two or three of these villains shall die before we are
overpowered."
"Oh, father!" cried ·the girl, throwing her arms around
his neck."
"There, there, my dear, don't be frightened; we will
protect you."
11
But if you should be killed, father?" she sobbed.
"DonJt think of such a thing; daughter, before it has
happened. Go into one of the rooms :further back; and
keep out of harm's way."
"Yes, go into the one we occupied at the end of this
passage. The door is open, and you will find 11 candle in
jt," said Jack.
"Oh, Jupiter!"
Jessie was loath to leave her father, hut whett he insisted
"And they are going to make sure of us thia time."
he should retire from the danger point she reluctthat
"Good gl'acious l"
"Put on your clothes again and get ready for a scl'ap.' 1 antly yielded.
Mr. Gale and the two boys placed themselves at the head
"I say, this is tough."
the stairs and awaited tho outcome of the situation with
of
"It certainly is. I'm going to warn Mr. Gale."
determination.
tl!Jgged
Jack slipped out of the room, and made his way along
the corridor to the room occupied by Jessie's father.
The door was not locked so he walked in.
CHAPTER VIII.
"Who's there?" asked the gentleman, who was already
OAPTURED.
in bed.
"Me--Jack."
r othing happened !or hal£ an hour, hut the time seemed
"Oh ! Well, you have something to tell me?"
nnwh longer to the three.
"I have bad news."
At length they heard the op.:nlug of u door below, and
''Bad news!" cried the gentleman, sitting up.
the sound or i:;everal feet.
"Yes. We have been tracked to this place by our en'l'hcn came the glint of a candle home along the pai:emies, whom we thought we had eluded."
sage.
"You don't mean it."
'l'he stall's were short and straight, and Mr. Gale and the
".1 do. I have seen them. The sailors, the rascals they boys p1'esently saw six persons, among whom they rC'cogconspired with to help them abduct yottr da11ghter, and nized the two sailors, appear at the foot of the' flight.
two others in league with them."
Domingo was in the lead, Silva hehind him, the other
"What shall we do ?i'
two sinister-looking Sollth Americans next, while Grif!en
"Get up and dress yourself, and arouse the young lady. anil Flipper bi•ought up in the rear.
·we'll haw lo fight the thing out this time."
They loe.t no time in coming up, and they trod as lightly
Mr. Gale hurried into bis clothes, and then rushed into as they cot1lcl.
the toom occupied by his daughter.
Bending over the balustrade the pal't,v above watched
.Tack returned to Will, and found his friend dressed Lhrm af:cend.
again.
When the i•a ·cals reached the middle of t11e stairs Jack
Seizing the candle, Jack examined the corridor_. and :rncldenly shottied in Spanish:
found that there was only one flight of stairs leading to it.
"Halt!"
"They'll have to come u)_:> that way, and we must head
Ir a Llmnderbolt had . truck the> house at that moment
them off," he said to Will.
tl1e coundreh! could not have been taken more by t:1tuprise.
Domingo stopped, and the rest had to.
"Head off six -.nen."
The gat1cho 1•aised the camllc and ·all looked up.
"Yes. Miss Gale must be protected at any cost."
They saw .Tack ancl \Yill Rtancling on the landing point• "I see our finish."
''Perhaps, but there will be other in the same boat. I ing thr it revolvets do rn into thrir fr.ret4, antl the figure
intend that those rascals shall pay dearly for theit· triumph oi the bark ownel', loo.ming inclistinctl.v hehincl the boys.
Domingo uttered a native imprecation, and the sailors ,
if they win it."
said something under their breaths.
He took out his revolver and looked at it.
'rhen Domingo said:
l\fr. Gale now joined them.
"What is this~ What do you mean, senors? We are
He held in his hand a kind of club he had found in tbii
going to bed."
corner of the room.
"That's a lie," replied Jack. ''You are coming up here
"We mttst make the best stand we can against those
rascals," he said. "They shall reach my daughter only to attack us and try to abc1~1ct the young lady who is under
our protection.''
over my dead body."
"We attack you, senors!" cried Domingo in a tone of
"And ours," replied Jack, with a resolute look.
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assumed surprise. "You must be ma cl. You are strangers
to us. W11y should we do you harm?"
·"You can't deceive me, for I am acquainted with your
plans. You and those two sailors conspired together at
the inn kept by one Sanchez to kidnap Miss Gale. We
left the place in the night to· save her. Now that you've
followed us here, your object is the same, and we are prepared to resist you as long as we have a bullet in our revolvers. Advance another step and I'll shoot you dead."
"I swear you are wrong." ·
"You'd swear anything, I have no doubt, but we
know better than to trust you. Retire or take the consequences, and remember we shall be on the watch all night."
Domingo, clearly much discomfited, turned to his companions and said something in a low tone.
Then he surveyed the landing again, and the formidable
front presented by the party above <l.eterred him and his
associates from making any rash move.
Griffen and Flipper liked the prospect even less than the
natives, and began a backward movement.
"Senors, I swear we mean you no harm," said Domingo
will in no
again. "Let us go to our rooms in peace.
way disturb you."
"No; you can't come up here except at the risk of your
lives," returned Jack.
"The landlady shall hear of this."
'l'hus speaking, he turned around, and the others, takfog that as their cue, began to descend the stairs.
The rascals paused at i.he foot for a prirnte consultation .
Finally, leaving two of the party at the bottom of the
flight with the candle, the others returned to the main
room of the house.
"What do you suppose will be their next move?" !:'aid
.
Will.
"How can I tell? Without firearms they will hardly
dare to charge up these stairs, and there is no other way of
reaching us that I know of.," replied ,Jack.
"They may ascend by way of the windows with the aid
of a ladder."
"That's so; I forgot that. Give 1\fr. Gale your revolver and go and watch out of one 0£ the windows. If
you see them bringing a ladder warn us at once. Two of
us will be enough to guard the stairs in any case, while one
at whichever window they might plant a ladder could bold
them at bay with a revolver. Go."
Will hurried off to keep watch from one of the windows.
It was well that he had thought of the rascals adopting
such a plan, for that is just what they attempted in a little
while, thinking to catch the party on the second floor off
their guard.
Will had hardly been five 'minutes at the window before
he saw the sailors, assisted by Domingo and Silva, bringing a ladder up to the house.
Re ran back to the landing and told in a whisper what
was going pn.
"Stay here with Mr. Gale," said Jack.
He went to the window from which Will had been
watching, ancl found that their enemies had already planted
the ladder under it, and were deciding who should mount
first.
Silva was sent into the house to direct the two men at
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the foot of the stairs to make a llluff at ascending them iu
order to hold the attention 0£ the persons the others expected to take by surprise.
They sta.rtecl up at once with Silva, as if they meant
business.
On the ~utside Domingo went up the ladder first.
Jack waited for him with drawn revolver.
As his head appeared apove the level of the window the
boy shoved his weapon in his face.
".Git or I'll fire!" be crieJ.
Domingo was so startled, as well as taken by surprise,
that he lost his balance and fell backward.
He struck Griffen, who was following him, on the head,
and broke his bold.
The two swept Flipper off the ladder .in their fall, and
when Jack looked out he saw the three floundering on the
ground, swearing furiously.
Griffen was the first to recover his feet, and seeing Jack
looking down he shook his fist at him and flung a string
of imprecations into the air.
At that moment there was the report of a revolver on
the landing.
1\1r. Gale had fired at one of the men on the stairs, and
slightly wounded him.
The three rascals retired precipitately.
Jack leaned out of the window, seized the top of the
ladder, and flung it to the ground.
Thus the second effort of the enemy failed.
For ha] f an hour the party was not disturbed, but they
did not believe that this inaction on the part of their foes
would last long.
They kept a sharp lookout from one of the windows and
clown the dark •tairway.
At the end of that time Silva and the two sailors reappeared at the foot of the stairs.
This time they had no light.
Griffen shouted up.
i<What do you want?" ask-1. Mr. Gale.
Hardly had he spoken when there was a fl.ash and a report, and a charge of buckshot rattled against the wall
near Mr. Gale's head, who fortunately had been standing
along-ide the balustrade, instead of on the landing, where
the ruffians supposed he was.
The moment the gun was discharged the three men
made a rush upst?iJs, thinking to reach the top in the
confusion.
'rhere was no confusion among the defenders, neither
the bark owner nor Will having been touched by the shower
of shot.
Will, who had the revolver, fired it down in the dark,
aiming at nothing, for he could not distinguish the attacking party.
The bullet hit Silva, and he fell back on the stairs with
a loud cry.
The two sailors kept on, and Griffen was met by a clout
on the head by Mr. Gale's club; and was staggered by the
blow.
J ack, hearing the ru,;mpus, and seeing nothing doing
outside, hastened to back up his friends.
Will's revolver rang out again, and the bullet barely
missed F lipper's head.
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The next minute he was in the grasp oi t\lat scoundrel,
and a desperate tussle took place between them, with the
chances all against the bo:y, who was no match for the
brawny sailor.
Griffen recovered himsell', and with the blood running
clown his face Jrom the wound inflicted by the bark owner,
tackled that gentleman savagely.
'11 he appearance of Jack, however, was likely to turn the
scale of battle against the two sailers.
The chief trouble was it was too dark to distin~ish
friend from foe.
He got hold of Flipper, however, and struck him a staggering blow in the face with the butt of bis revolver.
At that exciting moment a shrill scream from Jessie
rang out from the room at the encl of the passage.
It showed that something unexpected ·had happened to

her.
Jack \Vas the only one in a position to rush to her aid.
He did so at once.
Reaching the door of the room, he saw the girl struggling in the grasp of Domingo and the other two natives.
They were forcing her toward an· open door in the wall
which neither Jack nor Wil1 had noticed when they were
I
in the room.
The reason why they had not was because it was a secret
one, without anything fo show that it existed there.
"Drop that girl!" cried Jack, leveling his revolver.
He was afraid to .fire lest he hit Jessie, and before he
could find a fair show the girl was pulled through the
opening.
He rushed up to the door, intending to save Jessie at
every hazard.
As he reached it he suddenly received a blow in the face
from Domingo, who expected this move on his part, and
was lying in wait for him.
As he staggered back the gaucho sprang upon him, bore
him to the ground, and pulfd the revolver from his grasp.
Calling back one of his friends, they secured the boy between them, binding his arms to his side.
Then they tossed him on the bed, and grabbing up the
light rushed out in the corridor, where the scrap was sti1l
going on between JI.Ir. Gale, Will and the sailors.
The arrival of Domingo and his companion on the scene
reRnltecl in the complete defeat of the boy and the bark
owner, and they were soon bound like Jack.
Both Griff en and Flipper looked badly handled, Jack's
lilo>1; having tom a great gash in the latter's cheek, and
they wanted to take revenge on the two boys; but Domingo
prevailed on them to postpone the matter for the present,
telling them that the girl was now in their power, and it
was adviRable to lose no time in carrying her and their
other pri,;oners away from the inn.
Jessie was secured downstairs, and gagged to keep her
quiet.
The rascals then repaired damages as well as they could,
and after a drink a11 around, their own horses, and those
used by the fugitives, were brought around to the front of
the house, the prisoners were bound on the animals they
had ridden, and then the party set off at a rapid pace up
the road.
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The prisoners were separated from each other during the
ride.
Jack's horse was led by Flipper, who followed after
Domingo, the leader, leading the animal bestrode by J e. sie. Behind Jack came ::\fr. Gale, convoyed by one of the
natives, and behind him Will, in charge of Griffen.
Last of an rode the wounded Silva, his arm done up in
a sling, and with him was the other native.
The party reeled off many miles at a brisk pace before
daylight disclosed a bare and lonesome landscape ahead.
There was no path or road over this sterile stretch of
land which seemed to be of considerable extent, with few
' trees to break the monotony.
ii any
As the sun rose in the sky the prisoners began to experience the heat more and more, and the sailors were somewhat affected, too.
The South Americans alone did not appear to be incommoded.
At length the landscape began to change for the better,
and aftf:r about an eight-hour steady ride since leaving the
inn a halt was call ed under a large spreading tree, the
thick leaves of which afforded a welcome relief from the
bmning rays of the sm1.
The prisoners were lifted to the ground and propped
against the trunk.
Then rice rakes, with a slice of meat, were passed around,
which with water formed the meal.
The right arm of each of the prisoners was released so
they could feed themselves.
After the lapse of an hom the party started on again.
Their way was mostly shaded by trees, which offered
some relief, as the sun was hotter than during the morning.
Will had felt so fagged out that he slept during more
than half of the first stage of the journey, while Jack
nodded more or less during the trip.
From the time of leaYing the> tree both boys dozed most
of tlie time 11ntil the sun ,;et ancl darkness came on.
By this ti me the party l1ad covered about seventy miles,
an cl werr fifteen miles or so south of Placoa.
The 'Ccond glop was made for rest and another frugal
meal.
'l'he th i rel stop was not made till midnight, after they
had ridden thirty miles more, ancl ugain food was distrib11ted.
It wa~ at this point that Jack heard Griffen suggest that
they camp there for the night.
Both sailors were tired of the long ride, and they wanted
a chance to stretch themselve~ and take a sleep.
Domingo said that no stop for sleep would be made till
som~ time next morning, when the party connected with
the inn kept hy a man friencll~· to the robber bani!.
"We will stay there all clay," he said to the sailor, "and
go on again after dark."
The night seemed an endless and fatiguing one to the
prisoner~, who felt very glum over the uncertain pro~pects
ahead for th~m.
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Morning came at last, and about seven o'clock the inn
was reached.
The prisoners were taken from the horses and marched
into the house.
Jessie was turned over to one 0£ the two women at the
place, and was conducted aw;y from her friends.
It made Jack wild to see the poor girl's distress, and to
realize that it was quite impossible £or him or her father
to help her in any way.
:Jir. Gale and the two boys were placed in a small room
at the end of the house.
Only one of their arms was bound, but one of the natives squatted outside on guard .
This was the first opportunity they had had since their
capture to talk together, and they naturally availed themselves of it.
''Say, this is rough," said Will, dejectedly. "I never
thought I'd ever have to go through anything like this."
"If you think it's hard what must it seem to Miss Gale?"
replied Jack.
"My poor child!" said the bark owner. "N~ one but
herself knows how she suffers I"
"I wonder what these chaps are going to do with all of
us?" said Will. "They will release you, Mr. Gale, of
course, otherwise they could not expect to get the ransom
they are looking for you to put up for the release of your
daughter."
"I will willingly give every dollar I'm worth for the safe
return of my child to a civilized town whence I can takP
her home," said Mr. Gale.
··If I were you I wouldn't let on that I had nmch, then
maybe these fellows will be satisfied with a small sum.
Anyway, an American dollar is wo.rth twice its value in
South America, and I should think that $1,000 would look
like a fortune to these scallawags."
"You forget, Will, that Griffen and Flipper regard
money in the same way we do, aud $1,000 wouldn't count
for much with them. Unfortunately, they appear to know
that Mr. Gale is well off, for I heard Griffen tell that natiYe
chap who is running things that he owned a house and had
a hank account in New York. He also Rpoke about the
insurance money clue for the loss of the bark. Altogether
it is almost certain that they mean to demand a stiff ransom for l\Iiss Gale," said Jack.
''They don't expect to get a ransom for us, so what dishnbs me is what are their intentions rE'garding us? Do
they propose to clo for us when they get us to their destination, or what?" said Will.
''It would be useless to :figure on what their purpose is
regarding us," answered Jack. "They have us in their
power, and they will treat us as they pleaRe."
"I wi h we could escape," said Will.
"So do I, but there's precious little chance of such luck
comjng to us the way matters look."
At that point Domingo appeared, and addressing Jack
~aicl that breakfast was ready, and they must walk out
to it.
They had no objection to doing that, for the three were
very hungry.
'rhey were taken into the main room of the house, their
other arm released, and then each was tied to bis chair.
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After the meal they were escorted back to the room, and
both of their arms tied.
Two mattresses were brought in, anc1 then they were
told that t11ey had better go to sleep, as they would have
no oppo,rtunity to get any during the night.
'The three took this as an indication that the j ourney
1
further inland would be resumed at dark.
A.s they were tired and used up after their late experience they took advantage of the chance to rest, and slept
nearly all day.
Just before sundown they were treated to another fair
.
meal.
Jack and Will were led back to the room, but not M~.
Gale.
He was informed by Griffen that he was to be separated
from the party and would be sent to the town of Barrancas, at the mouth of the Orinoco, where he would be
able to secure a passage to Georgetown.
:From Georgetown he could get to the United States,
where he could set to work to get together the amount of
tile ransom, which had been fixed at $10,000.
As soon as it was dark he was allowed to bid his daughter a temporary farewell, after which he set off in charge ·
of Silva for tliie Orinoco.
The two boys did not learn that the bark owner had
parted company with them until they were brought outside to resume the journey westward, then they saw that
·
he and Silva were not with the party any longer.
Jack called Domingo over and asked him about the
absence of Mr. Gale.
"lt is not the young senor's business what has become of
the other prisoner," he replied, shortly.
"Perhaps you'll tell us where you are taking us to?"
asked Jack.
"You will learn in good time," was all the satisfaction
he got.
'rhe journey was then continued as before, and only one
short stop was made during the night.
In the morning the boys saw a broad stream of water in
the distance.
Jack asked Flipper what river it was.
"It's the Orinoco, my hearty," he answered, "and if
8am and me has our way you and your pal will be pitched
into jt with a stone around your feet."
He eyed Jack with a look of malice, and the boy did not
feel like asking him any more questions.
They lost sight of the river soon after.
After several days of steady traveling the party entered
the mountains through a·defile, and finally came to a halt
before another inn which stood beside the road that crossed
the range.
It was only a small building, but there were outhouses
and a stable attacl1ed to it.
All around the immediate neighborhood were pockets
of arable land under cultivation, and half a dozen men
were at work in these little fields.
The boys noted the fact that Domingo seemed well acquainted with the people at this house, and when dinner
was ready, and all hands, including the :field laborers, sat
down to it, he appeared to be on terms of intimacy with
everybody.
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Jessie was not present at this meal.
In fact, the two boys had not seen her since their arrival
at the mountain inn when she was led away by a woman
whom Domingo called to take c,:iarge of her.
After dinner Jack and Will were taken outside and tied
to a tree, one on one side and the other on the opposite side
of the trunk.
In this position they could not see each other, but they
could talk by turning their heads . •
"I wonder what is next on the programme?" remarked
Will, who had grown resigned to their hard circumstances.
"If I was .a mind reader I might be able to tell you,
but as I'm not I know no more about their intentions than
·1ou do," answered Jack.
'"l'he crowd are around the door holding a pow-wow
_over somethin15·,'' said Will, who faced in that direction.
"Maybe they are deciding on our fate."
"I don't see why they took the trouble to bring us all
the way here jf their object was to do us up. A clip on the
head after they captured u s at the inn would have put us
to sleep for good, and a hole dug by a spade would have
completed the work for gooc1."
"That was the plan the sailors wanted to adopt with me,
at any rate, but it was fanned clown by Domingo. I would
like to lmow what they have done with Miss Gale. I dare
. say they'll treat her all right, as they eipect to make money
out of her ; but it will be some time before her father can
get the ransom to the rascals. He will probably have to
return to New York to raise it, and then he'll have to come
back to this country with it. Altogether the girl will be
a prisoner for some time. I wish we could escape and
\
rescue her."
"There is no chance of our \:loing either."
At that juncture a loud shout rose from the crowd.
"What are the rascals doing now?" asked Jack.
"They are coming this way, and that's a sign they are
. ~·
going to attend to us."
werflJ;ie&j,as
boy.s~
the
In a few minutes the tree where
surrounded by more than a dozen bronzed "find v~1lairlous·
looking rascals.
They were smoking cigarettes an~ cheroots, and they
amused themselves passing jeering remarks about the two
yo1mg prisoners.
Their talk was like Greek to Will, but Jack understood
all they said.
This went on for about ten minutes, when Domingo
came to the front of the inn and gave a shrill whistle.
The crowd at once broke up and the men took their
way toward the long stable.
Presently a man came around the corner of the inn leading a kind of burro.
Behind him followed the two sailors, carrying a small
barrel between them.
It seemed to be empty from the ease with which they
handled it.
Domingo took the animal'~ leading rope from the man,
and started for the tree.
He and the sailors stopped close to the tree, and the
_latter dropped the barrel.
'The boys viewed the proceedings with some apprehen1
sion, wondering what was on the, tapis.
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- Griffen and Flipper released Jack first, and throwing him
on the ground, bound him hand and foot.
Will was then served the same way.
Domingo led the burro up and the sailors bound the
boys on each side of the animal, as they might a sack of
merchandise.
The light cask was then placed on the burro's back, between the prisoners, and secured there.
The animal was then tied to the tree, and the three rascals returned to the inn.
Fifteen minutes passed, during which the burro moved
around, nibbling the grass here and there, while the feelings of the two lads may be better imagined than described.
Then the young Americans heard a rush of horses'
hoofs, and a crowd of horsemen came up and surrounded
tree and burro.
One of them dismounted, and .taking the animal's leading rope in his hand remounted, and the whole party
started off down the mountain slope.
Judging from the way the crowd carried on 'the rascals seemed 011t on a kind of a holiday expedition.
Domingo led the advance with the two sailors, and
piloted the way along a different route to that by which the
prisoners hac1 been brought to the inn.
In the conrse of an hour they left the range, emerging
out on a grassy plain, with a broad river , tretching to the
left and right as far as one could see in either direction .
A P.traggling wood grew within a hundred yards of the
st~'cam, and Mre the party ltaltec1, dismounted, and ti-eel
their ho;rses.
'l'he burro was led clown to tl1e bank of the stream by
Domingo, two natives following cl'.tJe behind with spea;tipped poles, and the crowd stretching out in the rear.
Tlie boys and the barrel were removed from the animai's
Lack by the two gaucho companions of Domingo.
Having bound the boys to their frail float, the two
gauchos pm!11ed them out into the stream with long poles.
'l'he current of the Orinoco now swept the boys away,
·
and a yell of glee escaped the crowd.
"Oh, Lord!" gasped Will. "We shall be drowned."
Jack, whose head was alongside his friend's: made no
reply.
He realized that ·their situation was fraught with thE:l
gravest peril.
They were literally adrift on the mighty Orinoco.
CHAPTER X.
THE DESE'1:ED FL.AT-BOAT.

As the barrel bobbed up and down in the stream the heads
of the boys rose and fell with it.
Sometimes their faces were a foot above the river, and
sometimes the water washed across their mouths and noses,
almost strangling them.
Often the barrel swung around and gave theni each a full
view of their enemies, who had remounted their horses anc1
were keeping pace with their progress along the bank.
'l'he fellows shouted and gesticulated as if they enjoyed
the spectacle hugely.
"This is our finish," groaned Will.
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"It looks like it," admitted J'lck, though he tried to keep
his spirits up.
"Another duck or two and it will be all up with me.''
"Hold your breath when you feel the barrel sinking."
"It bobs d?wn too quick."
"Keep cool and watch out."
"What's the use? It's only t:t question of time when the
water will finish us."
"Don't get discouraged. Hang on to your life for all
you are worth. Who knows but something will happen to
pull us out of this."
"No such I uck."
The conversation was carried on under difficulties, and to
Will's last remark Jack made no reply.
They were floating further and further out from the shore
where their enemies were gloating over their hard lot, and
going down with the stream at a moderate pace,
For nearly an hour ibe rasc,als on the bank watched them,
and then tiring of the amusement the whore bunch turned
their horses and rode off toward the range, leaving their
victims to their fate.
The rope that held the boys to the bai1•el, as well as the
'ropes that bound their arms and legs, had now become so
water soaked that Jack, in an effort to shift his position,
"' found he could draw one of his ~rms out of the loop that
confined it.
"Here, what are you doing?" cried Will, as the barrel
bobbed about in the water under Jack's movements,
"I've got one arm free and I'tn trying to release the
other/' replied Jack. "The ropes al'e loose. Why don't
you try and get your arms out, too?"
Will did try, and succeeded quite as well as his friend.
"We're not a whole lot better off," said Will. "Our legs
are still tied, anct we are bound to the barrel."
"If we could get :free from the barrel we could swim
aeh ore."
"You might be able to, but 1 couldn't."
''\.Vhy not? You can swim, can't you?"
"
"Not much. At any rate, not as far as the shore."
"Well, I'm going to try ' and work this barrel shoreward
with my arms," .said Jack.
He began to carry that plan into effect, but the current
worked agajnst him, handicapped as he was with the barrel
to pull, and his friend's weight, too.
The boys were now being swept around a bend in the
river, and right before them they saw a large object floating
directly in theirJpath ahead.
It was bulky and unwieldy and went along much slower
than they did.
"What's that ahea.d ?" asked Will. "Looks like a house."
Jack worked around so as to look.
"It's a kind of flat boat with a low house built on it,"
he said. "It is l'ight in our way, and we are overtaking it

:fast."

.

"We must try and get hold 0£ it," said Will. "Maybe we
could manage to get on board. I'd sooner float down the
river on that than on this barrel."
"Leltve it to me and 1'11 see what I can do. It lies so low
in the water that we .ought to have no great difficulty in
connecting with it," said Jack.
The trend of the current kept them rigbt 'in the track of
the flat-boat, and they came up with it fast.

'fhey had seen from t£ie first that the boat appeared to be
desel'tecl, for there was no one .looking after it; that didn't
p1·ove that there might not be several persons asleep inside
lhe house; which appeared to bo a kind 0£ double-decked
cabin.
At length the tide carried barrel and boys right up
against the stern of the strange native craft, and Jack,
reaching out his hands, caught hold on top of the woodwork.
Will wai:; able to hold with one hand, and by working
around got his other hand on the boat. ·
"Let's try and &cramble up," said Jack. "Now then,
both together."
The effort was a total £ailurej handicapped as they were
by their tied £eet an,d the barrel at their back.
'fhe latter, though light, clung to the water somewhat,
and greatly impeded their movements.
"\Vhat are we going to do, Jack?" asked Will. "Unless
one of us can get loose from this barrel I don't see how we
are going to get aboard."
"We'll both get loose in a moment," replied Jack.
"How will we?"
"Easily. I've just remembered that I hav_e a jack-knife
in my pocket. I don't see why I uidn't think of it befor ~ .
You hold cin. tight and steatly the barrel and give me a
chance to fish out the knife," replied Jack.
"Got a knife, have ·you? That's lucky. I'll hold on fot
all I'm worth."
Jack felt for his knife, but the effort carried his face unde1 'the water.
He didn't mind that a bit, for he was accustomed to diving, and could remain beneath the surface as lonp as any
·
good swimmer.
He got hold of his knife, drew it out and opened the big
blade with his teeth.
'l'hen he proceeded to ,separate .himse1£ from the ban;el.
'11his was not alS easy as it seemed to be, for the watersoaked strands resisted the blade a lot more than if they had
.
been dry.
It took him fully ten minutes to cut through the two
loops, and as the same loops also held Will, he told his
~riend not to let go his hold under any consideration.
While cutting i.he rope he held on to the flat-boat with
his left hand 80 as to support himself out of the water.
At last he was free 0£ the barrel, and throwing the knife
on the cra£t he pulled himself up and rolled aboard.
"Hold on, Will, I'll pull you in ju&t as soon as I cut my
legs free," he said.
This job took '1im about five minutes, and then grabbing
his companion by the arms, hauled him up and over the
stern of th'e boat.
The barrel le£t to itself did not float away, but clung
close to the steam of the flat·boat, held there by the pressure
of i:he current.
In a few minutes Will's legs were free, and both boys
stood up.
"Shake, old man," said Will, in a tone 0£ satisfaction.
"We are ont of that peril at any rate."
They shook hands in a hearty way.
"I was afraid all the time we were tied to that barrel that
it mi$.t fill with water by degrees and drag us under. Just
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think if the bung came out of it. We'd have gone to the
bottom in no time."
"The bung didn't come out, and consequently we didn.'t
go to the bottom. That shows we have luck with u s, and
with luck in our favor we'll get out of our scrape in the
course of time."
"We were lucky to run foul of this boat. Let's look at
her: She seems to be floating aimlessly down the river
without any one on board."
The house, which occupied the. greater part of the odd
craft, was about twelve feet high.
The encl facing the boys hacl a low door, whl.ch was i1artly
open, and some feet above it a small, square window without any sash-just an opening left there to admit light and
air to the interior.
Jack push eel the door open and looked inside.
'rhere was another door at the other end, which !:tood
open, ancl a window on either sicle.
'l'he height of the room was not over seven feet, and there
stood a ladder near by communicating through a goodsized hole with a loft which was lighted by the opening
above the door, and by anotµer opening at the other r.ncl
which the boys, of course, could not see.
1
'l'here was a table in tl:ie room, and shelves around the
wall, and rough stools, evidently of native manufacture, as
well as barrels and hampers ranged about, which Jack su~
pe~ted was tlle cargo the craft carried.
There was no sign of any human beings, however, and the
boy wondered if they were asleep in the loft.
Before venturing to see what was there the boys insp(cted
the lower ·part :first.
To their great satisfaction they found a cask full of fresh
water, and a hamper full of provisions, such as rice cakes,
a brown looking bread, part of a roasted pig, and a plentiful supply of fruit, some of it not yet quite ripe.
"Here's luck!" cried Will. "We won't starve with all
this to feed on."
He sampled a slice of pig and ate a rice cake, an example
followed by Jack.
They were not very hungry, having had a good meal at
the inn before their enemies started in to dispose of them in
the manner already described.
Hanging on the wall they saw an old cutlas, which had
come from some "·arship. .
Un one of ihe shelves lay a navy revolver in its leather
holster or sheath, and beside it a box heaping full of cart~~a

.

•
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Jack took possession of the revolver and filled his pockets
•
with cartridges.
,_\iJ. examination of the weapon showed that every chamber was ~lready loaded.
·
"
. "Say, I'll bet the people who belong to this craft are
asleep up::;tairs," said Wili. ''This boat wouldn't be dese1:ted
in this shape, with cargo and provjsions enough for a
cruise aboard. It doesn't look reasonable."
"I agree with you. Well, if the people are aboard they
are certainly taking things easy. One of them ought to be
a\\·ake looking out for the boat," said Jack. "It migM go
aBhorc somewhere if it wasn't kept in the middle of the
stream."
"I <lidn't oee any rudder in the stern where w came

on board," said Will. "How do you suppose this craft is
controlled?"
"See those two long poles forward?" said Jack, pointing
through the door. "If the boat gets too close to either bank
the navigatorn can fend off with them till a sweep of the
tide carries the craft out into the stream again."
"I see,'' replied Will. "Well, let's take a peep upstairs.
I'll slip up and look. If the people are there I'll hold up
my fingers, showing how many there are of them. If it
should happen that the boat is really deserted, so much the
better for us. We'll boss the craft to suit ourselves."
"I have an idea you won't find anybody there," said Jack,
almost confidently.
"What makes you think so?"
"Because we've already made noise enough around here
to awaken most any sleeper, and the natives of this country
are generally easily aroused, for they have good ears, better
than the average civilized person."
"Then how do you account for the boat being adrift without. its crew?"
"It might have broken loose from its moorings while the
people were all ashore attending to some business," replied
Jack.
"That's so," agreed Will; "but they'd have chased it in
some light craft, wouldn't they, as soon as they found it
gone?"
"They may be following it now for all we know."
"If they are I hope they won't catch up with it."
"If they can't catch this lumbering craft they're worse
than snails. We're traveling as slow as molasses from a
bugbolc."
With more confidence than before that he would :find the
loft empty, Will mounted the ladder and poked his head
through the hole in tlu: ceiling.
The two sn1;all square windows f.urnished enough light
for hin1 to see the interior of the loft pretty clearly.
"Well, what do you see?" asked Jack;preparing to follow
when Will got up out of the way.
"I see four straw beds."
" Anybody in them?"
"No."
'' Then there's nobody up there?"
"No, not a-good gracious, what's that?"
"What's the matter?" asked Jack.
Will's answer was a loud cry of terror.
He let go' his hold on the floor and tumbled back on top
of Jack, sending him to the floor.

,,
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CHAPTER XI.
UP AGAINST A SNAKE.

"What i n thunder is the matter with you, Will?" cried
Jack, extricating himself from his companion's struggling
body.
"Oh, my, let's get away from this boat as soon as we
can," cried Will, making a break for the forward door.
Jack looked after him in astonishment.
"What could he have ~een up there that startled him
so?" he asked himself. "f.l:e said there was no one up there.
I must take ~ look myself."
He placed one foot on the lower rung of the ladder and
was about to sp1fog up, when some strange kind of object
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glided to the edge of the trap and Jack found himself look- hastening to take down the cutlas, which had a fairly keen ,
1
edge.
ing into a pair of scintillating eyes.
'l'he head in which the eyes were im.bedded, like a pair of
''The craft-must have been moored up some sheam close
glittering diamonds, slipped forward and hung down, to a woods, and probably being hungry it came aboard on a
foraging expedition."
swinging to and .fro with a sinuous motion.
• It was a good thing ·for the plucky boy that he did not
"Do you think it's eaten the crew?"
1
rose his presence of mind under the baleful glare of the un"Eaten your grandmother-no. If it had eaten one of '.
canny live thing above or it would have been all up with him them that would have been a full meal, and then it would 1
in short order.
have been comatose for some time. rrhe fact that it's so
Ho saw at once that the object was the head of a huge lively shows that it is ready for a meal i:f it can get it."
snake, such as inhabit the wilds of certain parts of Ve:nezu"I don't intend to offer myself as a choice morsel," said
ela, and be knew if the reptile reached him it would mean Will, with a shudder.
''This snake furnishes the solution of the cause of thiB
his finish.
He jumped back from the ladder as quickly as he could craft being deserted. lt is clear to me that its presence was -'
and retired as far as the table.
discovered by the people after they got afloat, and they were /
Will, by this time, was perched as far forward as he could so frightened that they all jumped overboard and swam '
go, shivering at the recollection of what he had just seen in ashore, leaving the boat and the snake to take care of themselves."
·
the loft.
"You've struck it," nodded Will. "Now look here, what
The snake was clearly bent on following Jack's movemen ts, for it lowered its neck and a section of its round are we going to do with it on board? If it's hungry it is
body tl1rough the hole, and turning its eyes toward the boy, sure to try and reach us. You could swim ashore if you had
. to, but I couldn't. If I went overboard I'd' be drowned as
began to swing to and fro like the pendulum of a clock.
,Jack watched the smike for a moment or two and ! hen I sure as fate."
he recollected the reYolver he had strapped about his waist.
"With that cutlas and this revolver I think we ought to
Drawing the weapon from it holster he cocked it, took be able to do up Mr. Snake," said Jack.
"You wouldn't catch me going .near enough to him to
aim as well as he could at Lhe swinging object, and blazed
away.
stick him,') said Will. "I know what snakes are. They get
A loud, horrible hiss followed the report, and when around you in no time and squeeze you into a jelly. I mean.
the smoke cleared from beforn Jack's eyes the snake had ~makes as big as this one."
"They can't do much squeezing unless they can g~ t their
disappeared, but the boy could hear it thumping about
overhead.
tail anchored around a tree, or something else that will give
"I hit it," he muttered, cocking the revolver again in them the chance to brace themselves."
readiness for a second encounter with the enormous reptile.
"How do you know they can't?"
Tt didn't reappear, but it was carrying on at a fierce rate
"I've heard so."
in the loft, which seemed to indicate that it had been badly
"They can poison you with their stinger, can't they?"
wounded.
••Small snakes of a venomous kind do, but whether the
The hiss it gave out at intervals was something awful to big ones do I can't say."
listen to, and it made the boys shiver.
"Are you going to tJ!:y and shoot this one?"
"I certainly will do my best if he comes down here."
By degrees it grew quiet and ceased hissing.
"I think we'd better roost on the roof of the house toJack, however, did not care to venture up the ladder to
investigate matters, for he had an idea that the reptile was night."
lying in wait for him.
"The snake could crawl out of one of those small winHe ~alked Lo the door and beckoned to Will.
dows and get up there as well as it could come clown here."
"Suppose it comes down in the dark, how are you going
"Diel you kill it?" asked Will, tremulously, as he came
reluctantly forward.
to see it to kill it? I guess ·a snake can see better at night
'' ~ o, but I wounded it badly I think. Did you hear it?" than it can in the daytime, while we can't see at all in the
"Did I? Do you think I'm deaf?"'
dark."
·
"It's a fierce monster."
.
"There's a lantern inside here which we can light as soon
"I should say so. It came out from under two of the as it gets dark. That will illuminate the room."
"That's something, but stiH I don't like the idea of passstraw beds, raised its head and looked at me. The moment
I saw what it was I got away from that hole as soon as I ing the night on this boat in company with that snake."
"I don't see how we can avoid it and better ourselves.
could."
" I should say you dicl. You came down with a ruah and Here is a good boat with plenty of provisions on board on
knocked me spinning, for I was standing right underneath which we can float clown to civilization. We are a long disyou. It's a good thing you didn't fall far or you would tance out in the wilderness, and if we should leave the boat
probably have knocked me out, and then the snake would 11·e'd surely starve. Between two evils I think the snake is
ha1,e come down and maclc a meal off me."
the lesser one since we are armed and able to protect our" It's mighty lucky you found that revoher."
sel\'e8." .
"I should say so. You had bettcT take that cutlas, for
The boys got a couple of stools and sat clown near the
the snake migbL come do\Yn at any moment, and I might door inside of the room.
miss it."
\\'bile they continued to converse they kept their eyes on
"I wonder how it came aboard this craft?" said Will, the opening at the top of the ladder.
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Will was clearly afraid of tackling the snake even when
They also watched the two doors, for it was not unlikely
that the snake might let itself out by way of one of the small it was in his power.
windows at either end of the house.
He seized hold of a heavy crate and shoved it against the
Jack was cool and collected, but Will was manifestly ner- end of the door, thinking to crush the snake between the
vous.
edge of the door and the jamb, but it didn't work.
The boys talked over what they had gone through since
It held the snaki fas~ however, a"nd gave Jack a chance
they started out of Georgetown harbor on that unlucky to get busy.
sail which had enaed in their being cast away on the VeueHe drew his revolver and put five bullets into the reptile's
zuelan shore.
brain, which settled its hash for good.
"I feel sorry for my father," said Will. "Re has surely
"That's the end of Mr. Snake,'! said Jack in a tone of
concluded long before this that I am at the bottom of the satisfaction.
sea, and I don't know how he will be able to write the news
Its head was reduced to a mere bleeding pulp, held by tbe
home to my mother. The chances are he will not send her closed door.
word, but leave her in ignorance of my fate until he reaches
"Lord, how glad I am!" cried Will. "I'll never forget
home and breaks it to her himself."
this experience as long as I live."
"When did he expect to sail for the States?" asked Jack.
'rhey waited for an hour, and as the sun was setting Jack
"Not for some little time, as his business is by no means pulled the crate away and opened the door.
completed in Georgetown."
'l'he snake was limp and li£eless.
"If that is so you may turn up before he leaves, and that
It was all out of the window and was a monster, capable
will save your mother an unnecessary shock."
of squeezing a bullock to death easily.
"I hope so. I'd give a whole lot to be able to jump in on
With the aid .of one of the poles they managed to push the
my dad and surprise him. Heid kill the fatted calf fo1• me, body over into the river, and when it disappeared beneath
as the sayfug is."
the ~urface with a splash the boys felt that an incubus had
"You're lucky to have somebody ready to do that for you. been lifted from their minds.
'l'here is no fatted calf awaiting me if r shauld be so lucky
'l'cn minutrs afterward datkness fell over the landscape,
as to turn up in Georgetown or anywhere else," said Jack. bnt the sky was so brillian1- with stars that they could see
"Well, we won't whistle till we're out of the woods. Our some distance ahead. down the river.
.
The lantern :vas ~igh~ed, a1:1d then they had their supp:r.
pro1'pects at present look kind of dubious."
"I don't agree with you. I think they are quite bright, . ~hey sat ta~ln~g awhile, chiefly ~bo11t .t~e unfortunate E1t1
leaving the snake out of the matter.''
· u<1tto11 of J ess1: (Talc, who wa~ a pnsoner m the hands of the
"B t
't 1
th
'l
t W ,
t t
t: rascally band m the mountarn range to the west, and fig- _
u we can cave e sna rn ou · 'rhe ve lgo . ·o count I uring on schemes .for her rescue, and then they tumed.in on
ere 1e is now a '
b d .
e f h
b'
d l
on him giving us a lot of-oh, Lord!
twa of the stra~ e s m the 1oit o t e 1og ca 1Il an sept
the back door."
until morning, Jetting the fiai-boat navigate itself down the
river, as it had done since they came aboard.
Will nearly fell off his stool as he spoke.
Jack saw the snake hanging down, evidently from tho little window astern, and poking its head in at the open door.
CHAPTER XII.
"Don't .run, Will," he said. "If yqu've got ihe nerve'we
can trap him now before he gets in here.,,
WILL .A.Ll\IOST HAS .A Fl'.r.
"How?" asked Will.
Several uneventful days passed, anc1 during that time ihe
"I'm going to run over quick and slam the door to on his
neck. 'l'hat will leave his head inside. Then you can cut it .fl.at-boat made but slow headway dciwn the Orinoco.
Evidently speed was of small impor_tance to the ~avigato pieces with the cutlas."
tors who owned it.
Jack saw that no time was to be lost if that maneuver
Will declared that they could walk £aster if they were
was to be carried out successfully.
ashore.
He made a quick dash for the door before the snake had
"Possibly we might," said Jack, ''but it is µinch more
slid any further out of the window, and as the reptile made comfortable to ride in the 8hacle of the cabin than to walk
a dart at him he pushed the door against its neck and held in the hot sun. Then think of the trouble of carrying proit with all his strength.
visions along with us, with the probability 0:£ them giving
"Quick, Will, now is your time, before it gets away from out before we reached a town. Slow and sure is a good
me," he shouted.
motto io .follow. 'l'hcre arc towns somewhere on this river,
'\Yill advanced gingerly and made a cut at the snake's and we are bound to rearh one in time. I consider that we
head:.
struck luck when we hit this boat."
He missed it.
At this time the Orinoco was passing through a broad and
''Get closer. Don't be afraid. Work quick or be may get level tract t1'at looked more like a desert than anything elset
away," said Jack, who waRn't .sure he could hold the door
Thus far they had not seen a ht1man being on the river,
tight against the slippery and squirming reptile.
though they had seen horsemen on the shore at long interWill made another blow at the snake anrl this time in- va~.
fiicted a bad cut on its head.
'l'hat afternoon a sailboat manned by three natives passed
lt hiB~ed so aiid shot out its forked tongue that Will fen them going west.
bac;k.
,
They took that as a sign that they were drawing toward
"Get at it again or come here and hold the door."
civilization.
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On the following day they were still in the midst of the every corner of the loft :for a moment, and another awful
·
desert tract, their progress not being fast enough to carry eras~ shook the stranded boat from stem to stern.
Will, however, was not aware that the boat was no longer
them through it.
~\long about noon the breeze which had somewhat tern- moving down the Orinoco, but ashore on the bank of a,
pered the heat died out and the heat became so intense that branch stream a quarter of a mile from its mouth.
·
tl1cy grew drowsy and retired to the loft to sleep till night
'l'he glare of the lightning showed Will that he was alone.
oome on.
"The storm must have aroused Jack, and he has gone
While they slept the sky grew dark and threatening, and down tairs," he thought. "It's a corking heavy one. Gee!
a terrific thunder storm came up.
what a flash!''
It was preceded by a furfous wind which came diagonally
rrhe fl.ash was followed as before by a tremendous peal.
"I thought the roof was falling in that time. I'll go
across the river, and forced the fl.at-boat over toward the
opposite shore.
down and see what Jack is doing."
It did more than that.
He crawled over to the ladder and looked down through
It forced the boat up a tributary of the Orinoco which the opening.
For the moment he could see nothing, though both doors
emptied into it at this point, and finally landed the boat
on a shoal, for the tide was low at the time.
were partially open, so intense was the darkness, then the
'rhe shock of the boat striking the (lhore awakened Jack lightning lit up the room and he saw every corner of it.
To his surprise Jack was not there.
and he poked his head out of the window to see what was
up.
'" Why where could he hr,ve gone?" he asked himself. "He
He was surprised at the gloom in the air, and roaring of is not up here, and if he isn't below he must be out on
the wind, for everything had been as still as death when they deck. He wouldn't walk out in such a storm as this-not
went to sleep.
·
.
unless he was crazy, and it isn't likely there is anything the
'He was more surprised to notice that the boat was ashore. mattr,r with his brains. Then what in thunder has become
He went down the la'dder and out on the forward deck, of him?"
and saw that the boat had grounded harcl and fast on the
Will slipped down the ladder, went t-o the door and looked
out
shore.
"Here's a stroke of hard luck again. We're stranded in
He was fairly staggered by what the lightning revealed lo
the desert. This stream doesn't look like the Orinoco. It his eyes.
"Good Lord, we are ashore!" he gasped.
must be one of its branches we have run into somehow. I'm
What was even worse, Jack was nowhere in sight.
afraid we're a fixture, and will have to tramp it the rest of
..J.he way to the nearest town!'
The clouds above were like thick masses of soot, working
Looking out over the landscape Jack saw a curioua look-I like the surface of the ocean in a storm, only reversed, and
ing tree, withered and dead, standing like a lone sentinel a w close to the earth that it seemed to the almost terrified
short distance from the water, and not far from a great Will, who had never seen anything iIJ. his life approaching
it, as if they were descending in a heavy mass to suffocate
rock that rose, like a sunken dome, out of the ground.
Something bright and shiny hung on the tree, and .J acl~'s the landscape below.
The tremendous sound of the thunder was due to its nearcuriosity \Vas aroused as he gazed at it through the gloom,
ness.
and he wondered what it was.
It looked so weird in the red glare -of the lightning that
It tore things up generally.
he determined to run over and take a look at it.
Will was greatly alanned over Jack's disappearance, par,
The distalce was not far, and he felt sure that he could ticularly at 1rnch a time as that.
It was impossible for him to account for it.
get back before the st_orm burst upon them.
He was frightened, too, at the fierceness of the storm, for
Accordingly he jumped ashore and started for the tree.
As he approached it he saw that it was but a hollow shell, he feared that a thunderbolt might strike the boat and dethe whole interior having decayed after the trunk had been stroy it, in which case he would surely perish himself.
Re retired to a corner and huddled up like an animal
split open, in all probability by a thunderbolt.
1
-Overcome
by terror.
0
'l he shiny object proved to be merely tli bleached inteThere he remained for a whole hour while the otorm
rior which had been worn smooth and white by the weather,
giving it a spectral effect in the gloom, and under the lurid raged like legions of fiends on the rampage.
gleam of the lightning.
Gradually it worked off t9 th e northwest, and the aky
Hardly had Jack ascertained that fact than the storm lightened up.
'rhe worst over, wm got up, feeling like a wreck, and
swooped down with such terrific force that he dared not return to the boat, but decided to take shelter inside the went to the door again.
#
"I don'it see where he could have gone to," said Will,
great hollow tree? so he stepped inside. ,
It was at that moment that Will was aroused by a tre- more uneasy than ever. "Surely he couldn't have fallen
endous crash.
into the river an cl been borne away. If he were anywhere
He sat up ancl looked around him, and was astonished to within half a mile I am sure I could see him. I can't imfind the loft wrapped in darkness.
agine any reason that would have taken him off the boat in
A tremendous pounding sound came from the roof which that storm. I never felt so lonesome in all my life. If anythe boy soon realized was made by a fearful downpour of thing has happened to him I see my finish, too. I couldn't
rain.
go on alone to save my life. The boat is stranded anyway,
As he rubbed his eyes a vivid flash of lightning lit up and that settles the trip down the river. The Orinoco seems ,J
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to haYe got mighty narrow all nt once. It doesn't look like
the same river."
He walked dispiritedly back into the cabin, and seating
himself on one of the stools, gave hin1self up to gloomy forebodings about the future.
Fifteen minutes passed away and then there came the
sound of steps outside.
He looked up and saw Jack stepping up to the door.
He sprang up and rushed to meet him.
" 'Vhere in creation have you been, Jack?" he cried. "I
have been :worried to death almost over your mysterious absence.· I couldn·t make out where you had gone."
"Oh, I woke up a couple of hours ago, just before the
storm came on, and discovered that we had gone ashoTe
~ornewbere up on a branch stream of the Orinoco."
"Where were you during the storm?" ·
" On sh ore."
.
"And didn't you get wet?"
"I don't look as if I did, clo I?"
":'\o. Where did you find shelter? I only saw one dead
tree in flight, and that wouldn't shelter a person as thin as
a walking stick from rnch a tempest."
" r was in the snuggest place in the world, when• the
storm didn't both~r me at all. When I tell you everything,
yon"ll open your eyes pretty wide. I left this boat a. poor
a;; ,Job's turkey; now I'm a sort of :Monte Cristo. I'm worth
enough coin to Qt.art a couple of national ban.ks.''
"What are you talking about?"
"Think J've suddenly tum eel lightheaded?" grinned
Jack. .
I
"l think you're talking rag-time. ~plain yourself.
Wh<lt clo you mean by saying thaL you are now a kind of
:\loute Carlo?"
·'Because I'm worth lots of money-loads of it,'' and
Jack's eyes Rparkled. "I ca.n ~ee the stuff now lying around
in boxes ju:;t af.\ somebody broke it open. W11y that person
nerer carried it away is a mystery io me."
Will looked at Jack in some trepidation.
l lc believed the sun had affected his friend' s brain and
rnacle him see things that did not exist.
"He"s as crazy as a bedbug,'' breathed Will, much
alarmed over the seemmg condition of his friend.
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"Six boxes full of them ! How big are the boxes?'' asked
the amazed Will.
Jack indicated the size.
·•Gosh ! What a lot of money! And you say there are sill'er ingots besides?"
"Quite a pile o:f them."
''How did that stuff get there?"
"How should I know?"
"Where is this cave?"
"Right opposite here."
"How came you to tumble into it? It must be underground at that rate."
"The entrance to it is through the trunk of a hollow tree
near a big rock which yon can see from the door. The tree
looks as if it's been dead for a very long time, probably
killed by a thunderbolt, which doubtless tore open the trunk.
I was over there when the storm came up, and I stepped into
the tree to avoid getting wet if possible. Before I knew
\That was going to happen I foU through a hole and landi>cl
ncarl .v a dozen feet below the surface all in a heap. ~fy firo.t
idea was that I was in a bad scrape. Yon were asleep in the
boat here and therefore I could expect no help from you. I
was in thick darkness and could not tell how deep I hacl.
fallen. T knew that i:f I couldn't get out I could see my
finish by slow s ~,arvation. The thought wasn't a pleasant
one T can assure you."
''I should sa.y not," said Will.
.
''I eonld hear the crash of the storm outside. That, however, did not bother me. The storm would be over in time,
but no amount lof time might help me ont of my predicament."
"Row did you get out?" asked Will, much i.nterestecl..
"'l'he first thing I did was to feel around tl1e hole. You,
no doubt, would have done the same had you been in my
shors.''
"I guess I would."
''At first I could feel nothh1g but a great void. Moving
around I clutched a most extraordinary thing."
"What was that?"
"A rope ladder."
"1on don't sav!"
"Ye~. hanging down alrnoqf directly under the hole
ilirongh whieh I had fallen. I wns ~o astonished that I l'rlt
it ~01~1e moments beJ'or(' I go t the f<lC-l into my heac1. [t
seemed amazing to me that a rope lar1cler should be hanging
CHA P'l'ER XIII.
there at the baPe of an olcl flead tree in the drscrt."
JAC'K's STORY.
"lt cE'rtainly was," noclclecl W' il1. "Go on. This is getting "I told you that luck might cotne our way again, and very interesting."
"Having satisfied myself that it rea11y was a ladder, and .
lb ere i · the evidence of it."
Thus speaking; Jack took a handful of gold coin from his finding that it wa securely anch01·ec1 somewhere above, I _
pocket nnd exhibited it bcf6re the aslonished eyes of his i;tarl<'d 1.o climb it, for my mof-lt earne~t desire just then was
to escape from that awful black hole."
friend.
" \\'here in creation did :yon find that money?" cried
"I'd have done the same thing. I wouldn't have waited a
minute."
"'ill.
"In a cave near here, and if there isn't all of $100,000
"I clim eel up and found that the top of the ladder was
there r shall be surprised."
fastened to one of the big roots that ran off somewhere un''A hundred· thousand!" exclaimed Will.
derground. I found I could easily step up to the opening
"Every dollar of it,'' replied Jack in a. pos,ifo·e tone.
in the tree trunk and thus escape. You can't imagine how
"I guess you're stretching things, Jack,'' said Will.
relieved I Celt. It was just as i£ a big load was taken from
""'& o, I'm not. Well, there are six boxes of those yell ow my spirits."
boys besides a lot of silver ingots in the cave I tumbled
"I guess so,'' said Will.
into."
"The storm was in full swing, so I concluded I gouldn't
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do better, now that I possessed the means of going up anc
down in safety, than to return to the hole below and stay
there till the storm was over."
"You did right. It was the fiercest storm I've ever seen
in my life. I was scared badly, I am willing to admit, but
probably I wouldn' t have felt so rattle~iad you been with
m~, but you see I <lid not know where you were. I could
.-hardly imagine you out in the storm, but I knew you were
not on the boat. I was worried about you, and that made
my situation worse," said Will.
"You must excuse me, old chap, for leaving you, but I
didn't expect to be so long away."
"That's all right. Go on with your story. I want to
hear how ;ou found that gold and the silver ingots."
"The first thing 1 cl id, thinking I was only in a dirt hole,
was io squat down anu wonder how soon the storm would
blow over so I could get back to the boat."
"Ne,·er mind that. I want to hear about your discovery."
"I crouched t here for perhaps an hour while the storm
grew heavier and heavier. The lightning as it grew brighter
penetrated through the hollow trunk, and lit up the hoh~
qu ite a bit. At first I took little notice of this, but after
awhile I was surprised to notice that the place I wa8 in was
larger than I suspected. I finally got tired of doing nothing,
got up aud -felt around to ascertain the extent of thi s underground hole. I was not particularly curious about the matter at first, but when ~worked along the wall, and lhe place
8eemed i.o run for some distance under the earth, I began ti)
wonder what freak of nature 1 was exploring."
"Well?" said Will, as Jack paused.
"l ran against a kind of shelf and upset something that
was on it. I stopped and felt around, and my fingers eu ·
countered a small paste-board box. 1 picked it up and soon
discovered it was a large box full of matches."
":Matches !" cried Will. "\Vhat luck!"
Will nodded.
"Tl1e moment I fouud i.hat the box contained matches
I ~truck one, for fight was what 1 n eeded in that place. The
!natch flared up and I saw I was in a stone cam, which,
judging from the direction I had follow ed, is ~ omewherc
under that dome-shaped rock you can see from the door."
\Yill got up, went to the door and Jo ed out.
"I see it," h e said.
.Jack followed him outside aud continued his story.
"The first thing 1 noticed was a number of boxes bearing
he stamp of a well-known American canning establishrnenL
r,: upposed they were empty, hut to my astonishment and
atisfaction I found the top one 11alf .filled with cans of
reserved meat."
"You don't mean it!" cried WiIJ, in astonishment.
"I do mean it. I found a lantern on a shelf and lighted
it. Then I examined all the cases, and finding them heavy,
concluded they were full of canu ed goods. 'fh ere. was also
a case of crackers and two cases of ale, whi~h had also been
imported from the United Rtalc.0 • I found there was enough
food to supply our wants for a long time. It was then the
idPa occurred to m e of an easy anc1 convenient way oi con1
tinuing our journey."
•'What was your idea i"' asked Will, curiously.
"'11 0 build a rafl. ''
"Hm1 ?'' asked his companion in surprise.
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"Why, by pulling enough oI this house to pieces to make
.
"Your plan is a fine one, provided we can put such a
raft together."
"After I discovered the provisions I looked around to see
what else was in the cave, and I found lhe boxes of gold
coin , all broken open, and · the bars of sil vcr ingots."
"I must go and see them," said Will, eagerly.
"That's easy," said Jack.
"'l'he presence of the provi siono as well as the treasure
in that cave would indicate that the place iF the secret rendezvous of a gang of robbers, don't you think?" said Will.
"That is what it appears lo be. J"m not going to worry
over it. We will help ourse b·c ~ lo th e pro1 ision s and the
treasure, and make th e beRt use 11·e can of both. We can
lay daim to them by right of discover.'·· ~inc e a~ far as we
know the~· have been abandon'ed, owin g lo circumstances
orer which the persons who had previous claim lo them had
no control."
.
'
"That'F right," said Will. "Now take me to the cave."
"Come on,'' said Jack.
Will followrd him with great alacrit~· . for he was all
eagernees lo get a sight of th e trea: ure in the cave.
on~."

CHAPTER XIY.
ceNCLUSION.

Jack !eel the way to the old dead tree. with its hollow
trunk. and striking a match held it so that Y\'"ill could sec
where the rope ladder hung.
"Go down first, and wait for me at lhe bottom," said
Jack.
Will did so without he;;itation, and J ack presently joined
him.
"Come on this way," said J ack, taking his f riend by the
arm.
A minute or so later J ack said, "Here we are in the
cave."
H e struck a match and lighted the lantern, which he held
up aud swung ar01md.
Will saw the cases of provisions, the shelves and sundry
other articles, but no treasure.
"Where's the money ?" he asked.
Jack pushed ahead a few feet and then fl.ashed the lantern
in to a sort of alcove.
Th ere were six boxes full of Spanish gold coin, and the
pile of silver wedges ready _for tbc mint.
"Lift one of the boxes and you will sec tl1 a l 1hough pretty
heavy still, it is not too heavy for us lo hannlc."
"I should think there might br abonL $15,000 in this
box," said \Vill, after he had tested il~ weight. "We'll have
to put new covers on them so as to conceal the nature of
their contents from tlrn curious eyes of the natives of thia
country."
"We'll count the pieces, but we'll have to estimate their
value at $10 each, for I have no idea of their actual worth,"
aid Jack.
Accordingly they counted the number of coim in one of
the boxes and found there were 1,500 of tbem.
They estimated llrnt the six boxes footed up behreen
$90,000 and $100,000.
The silver wedges were small and molded all of one size.
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The boys could form no clear idea of llici r val ne as tl1ey
He proposccl to organize an expedition sufficiently strong
stood, though they estimated each at ahonl lliirly pounds lo cop· successfully with the rascals, and head it hime:elf.
of bullion.
:\Ir. :JJerritl objected io this, particularly as Will wanted
On that basi.,, after counting the ingots, they judged Lo accompany Jack.
there was over half a ton of silver in the lot.
When be found Jack dclerminecl to do it anyway, he
After they had &atisfied their curiosli:y concerning the agreed to il, and salcl he would go with the expedition too.
treasure they found a hatchet and a box of nails.
He advancetl the necessary founds to charter a large
"These will come in handy in building the raft," said schooner, and secure about thirty well-armed men, and one
Jack.
morning the vessel sailed out of Georgetown harbor, and on ,
After a good breakfast next morning they set to work on the second day thereafter was working her way up the Orithe raft without delay.
noco River.
' ,..
Thus they put in several days, without seeing a soul in
The boys had the landmarks clown pretty :fine and pointed
all that time, and then they had the raft completed, though out the spot for landing.
·
they were not sure it would sustain all the weight they
The expcditi1m started for the mountains at dark, and
wi shed to trust to it.
came in sight of the lone inn before daybreak.
Nothing remained now but to pack the fa·easure securely
The building was surrounded, and as most of the rascals
an<l transfer it to the raft.
happened to be away on an expedition, the attacking party
They used the provision boxes to hold the ingots, and had little difficulty in forcing an entrance into the inn and
piled a portion of the provisions wherever they could firni carrying all before them.
a place for the stuff, leaving the rest in the cave.
Jack founcl the room where Jessie was confined, and was
All being ready, they trusted their deeply laden craft to the first to tell her that she was free.
the tide of the stream early one morning, and by noon
The expedition having accomplished its object, returned
were in sight of the Orinoco.
to Georgetown, where a cablegram wa s ent to Mr. Gale,
IV1th the aid of a pole they managed to steer their craft "'ho had just about reached New York, informing him of
into the big river, and the current catching it they began the rescue of his daughter, and thnt Mr. ~1erritt would see
their slow sail down lhe stream.
that she reached the United States all right.
Three days later, after passing teveral small towns and
1'he treasure was duly appraised and proved to be worth
village:;, they reached Barrancas, at the mouth of the Tiver. $150,000.
Le:wing Will in charge of the raft, Jack, with hi5
It was arranged that Jack should have two-thirds of it,
pockets full 0£ the 8panish gold pieces, stepped ushore to Will taking the other third.
tr~' and make arrangements for the transportation of themJack, looking quite a young' gentleman in approprint~1clothes, took p'assage on :M:r.
selves and their treasure out of Venezuela.
Merritt's yacht with ·wm, and
He found a large &chooner about to sail for Georgetown, with him went Jessie Gale.
and had no difficulty in coming to terms with her skipper,
The two young people were already lovers, and with Will,
who was an Englishman.
enjoyed the trip to ew York greatly.
The treasure was taken aboard the craft and placed in the
:Mr. Gale was on hand to welcome . his daughter, and he
holcl, the ~ailor;; who handled it marveling much at the invited Jack to go with them to bis house, an invitation our
weight of the boxes.
hero promptly accepted.
Two days later they readied Georgetown, and Will lost
Jack afterward paid Will a visit just before his friend r<:>no time in going ashore lo find his father.
turned to school.
'
When he entered the hotel at which he had been a guest
While Will was finh•hing his education Jack started in
with his father, the clerk.nearly had a fit on recognizing busine~~, and dicl well from the tart.
him.
When Jack marrifd Je sic, Will was best man at the wed" Good Lord, young man, where have you been?" he ding, and after that was the most welcome visitor at the
ejaculated. "Your father is about wild over your disap· home of the young couple, where he and Jack often talked
pearance."
over the time when they were sent adrift on the Orinoco.
"I've been up in Venezuela," replied Will.
THE END.
"Venezuela!" exclaimed the clerk. "Then the boat in
whi~h you and your friend went off sailing that day escaped
the gale?"
"No, it didn't. It held out as far as the delta of the
Read "SILENT SAM OF WALT, STREET; OR,• A
Orinoco; and then went ashore, but we both escaped, luckily. WO
DERFUL RU :r OF LUCK," which will be the next
Say, will you break the news of my return to my father?
number (246) of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
;
It wouldn't do for me to meet him unexpectedly."
Five minutes later Will was in his father's arms.
That afternoon Mr. Mcnitt, ·after having heard the story
told by both lads, which, of course, greatly astonished him,
SPECIAL"NOTICE. All back numbers of this weekly
had the tr<:~asure unloaded from the schooner and deposited are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from your
in the vaults of one of the banks.
newsdealer, send the pTice in money or postage stamps by
Jack then brought up the subject of the rescue of Jessie mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
Gale from the robber band, and insisted that no time ought SQU .\.RE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
to be lost.
you order by return mail.
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GOOD STORIES.
A thirty-pound chinook salmon was literally caught by hand
1.he other day at tl'le Oregon Railway and Navigation whar~
by a man who saw it floundering in the mud after the tide
had gone out. It had evidently been caught in one of the
holes on the inside of the wharf and as the tide receded was
left in the mud. Its captor took the string from his shoe and,
slipping it through the gills of the salmon, brought it ashore.

diamonds in any quantity or quality, that being the Transvaal,
which oontains the famous Kimberly mines. Meanwhile, a
tremendous boom is going on in rubber stocks, most of which
are owned in . England. Speculation is rife, as many new companies, wildcat and otherwise, are springing up all over the
land. In some respects, it is said, the excitement is not unlike
that which culminated in the bursting of the historic South
Sea bubble. The price has gone up by leaps and bounds, and
to-day stands at $1.25 per pound wholesale for the best quality,
which is used by tire manufacturers .

JOKES AND JESTS.
"The gfrl I marry will have to be possessed of a lot of common sense." "But the girl you marry won't be."
Ted-Does Gayboy believe in the absent treatment? NedHe must. It costs him a pretty penny to keep his wife away
in the country all summer.
Miss Sweet-It is just .the sort of engagement ring I preferred. None of my others were nearly so pretty. How
thoughtful of you! George-Not at all, dear. This is the ring
I have always used.

Gladys_:"Oh, mamma! Here's a note from that long-haired
pianist. He says it will be impossible for him to play at our
reception to-night." Mamma-"What's the trouble?" Gladys
Although most of the writing in the conducting of a railway -"Some one stole his wig."
is done on typewriters, it still takes 1,000,000 pen points a
She-->No, Jack, I'm afraid it's impossible. We should never
year to help keep the trains running on the Northern Pacific
get
on well together. You know I always want my ~wn way
. ...aud Great Northern roads. This is at the rate of sixty-six for
every mile of the two roads. The employees of the two roads so much. He-Well, that's all right. You could go on wantalso require about 18,000 penholders and 320,000 pencils in ing it after we wern married.
a year. This means that for each mile of track thirty pencils
He had proposed by telegraph and asked her to telegraph
are needed in a twelvemonth.
her reply. The regulation tax allows ten words for the mini·
Guy Fawkes was the most notorious of the Gunpowder Plot mum fee, and her am>.ver ran: "Yes, gladly, willingly, joyconspirators. He was born in Kent, England, in 1570, and fully, delightedly, gratefully, lovingly, yes, y.es, yes."
died on January 31, 1606. In 1604 he became associated with
Robert Catesby, Thomas Percy, Thomas Winter, John Wright,
and others, in the plot to blow up the Parliament House.
The conspirators succeeded tn filling a cellar of the Parliament House with barrels of gunpowder, which were to have
been exploded by Guy Fawkes on the opening of Parliament
on November 5, 1605. He was arrested as he was entering
. the cellar on the night preceding the day set for the culmination of the plot, and was, after trial, executed, with several
·
of his fellow conspirators.

t

The enormous demands made upon the worlc1.'s rubber supply by the ever-increasing needs of the automobile, has
brought about an extraordinary condition in the financial
affairs of two continents. The source of perhaps three-fourths
of the world's supply of first-class rubber is Brazil, more than
one thousand miles up the Amazon River. The rest comes
from smaller acreages in Panama, the Malay States, the
Congo district on the west coast of Africa and India. Ceylon
is going into the cultivation of rubber trees, and a good deal
of the future supply is expected to come from there and other
places where similar scientific methods are adopted. So
precious is the commodity becoming that the Brazilian Government, with canny prudence, has virtually cornered the supply by subsidizing the planters in the district of Para, where
the Brazilian rubber comes from. The situation is almost
parallel with the diamond market-only one country supplies

"Mamma, is the old black hen going to be sent away for the
summer?" "No, Tommy. But why do ycm ask?" "'Well, I
heard papa tell the new governess that he would take her out
riding when he sent the old hen away for the summer."
"Did yez notice about th' joke me brother Tim played on
wan av thim chauffeurs?" "I heard a turrible thing happened
to him. Poor Tim!" "'Poor Tim' th' divvle! He had a
shtick av dinnamite in his pocket whin he war run over."
"Do you know who that old man is talking to our hostess?"
asked Mrs. Blunderer of the lady sitting beside her. "That,"
answered the woi:nan coldly, "is my son." "Oh! ·~ gasped Mrs.
Blunderer, in confusion, "he's a good deal older than you are,
is he not?"
Mrs. Marble, after the death of her husband, went to Mr.
Stone (a dealer in headstones) and consulted him in ref~r
ence to an inscription. She said: "Put on it: 'To my dearest
husband,' and if there be any room left, 'we shall meet in
Heaven.' " Entering the cemetery and going to her husband's grave, she noticed the headstone, and quickly rushed to
see how he had engraved it. The poor old widow's heart beat
with pain when she read the following on the headstone:
"To my dearest husband, and if there be any room left, we
shall meet in Heaven."
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A. WA.RLIKE WINNING
By W. Stevens.

On the evening of the 13th of February, 1862, the rain and
hail came down in torrents. Within Mrs. Sylvester's long,
bright-lighted drawing-room her daughter Edith paced up and
down impatiently. Every now and then she paused before
one of the long windows, and, drawing aside the curtain, gazed
eagerly. out into the impenetrable darkness of the night. A
rtep sounded behind her; she turned with a bright smile of
welcome u.pon her face. This turned to a look of disappoint·
ment, however, when she saw it was only her sister-in-law,
Ethel Sylvester.
"Well, Edith, what are you doing? Are you expecting Captain Miller? Ah, I see you are! That blush tells quite a little
story."
"Don't be foolish, Ethel. I--"
She paused and laughed gently,
Ethel came over to her quickly, and putting her hand upon
Miss Sylvester's arm said:
"Edith, dear, don't you think you are doing wrong in encouraging this Northern officer this way? You know your
brother John would not approve of this. Had you not better
wait until this dreadful war is over? Until--"
She was here interrupted by the appearance of Captl\in
Mille'r, who came smiling into the room. He was a Northern
officer who had been stationed about a mile from the Sylvesters,_ further up the Cumberland river. He had met Edith
quite by accident one day, and on his part it had been a case
of love at sight, while she had at first hated him with all her
passionate nature, and with all the strong hatred that the
South then felt toward the North.
Gradually she had grown to like him better and better,
until now-well, now her hatred was diminished, and secretly
she had begun to be indifferent to the fact that the South
might not win in the great war then progressing so furiously
all around her.
She greeted Captain Miller with an outstretched hand of
welcome. Mrs. John Sylvester merely bowed coldly and re·
tired to the furthest corner of the room, while Edith and the
captain drew up their chairs before the fire.
"I brought you the music you desired," he said. "I am
sorry I could not get it sooner, but it is difficult to get anything by mail in these war times."
"You are very good, Captain Miller. I am sorry to have
troubled you. It really was not worth the striving for."
"You were, though," he said gently.
She half rose from her chair.
"I do not understand you," she began, but he interrupted
her before she had time to go any further, saying:
"Don't be angry with me, Miss Sylvester. I know I am not
worthy of you, but I can't keep silent aw longer. I love you.
There, it is out! Though you despise me for a Northernerstill I cannot help it-I Jove you. I truly--"
"Hush!" she whispered. "You must not speak like this.
I-I-I do not despise you."
"I may hope?" he began impulsively.
"When you or I are victorious-when the war is over-you
may hope," she' said gently. "Do not speak of this?" she
added, "not to any one; if it should conre to Brother John's
ears he would be so angry with me-be patient."
"Your brother is a brave man. I would he were on our
side," said the captain.
"In his loyalty or in our love?" she asked.

"Both," he answered, smiling. "But what is he like?" asked
Captain Miller.
"Most like myself-he is my twin," answered Miss Sylvester.
"Then I shall Jove him for your sake and his own," answered the captain.
"Mis' Ethel-Mis' Ethel, where are you?" cried a young
mulatto girl, hurrying breathlessly into the room.
"Here I am. What is it, Debby?" asked Mrs. John Sylvester, coming forward to meet the girl.
"Mrs. Taylor sent you this yer apple wif 'er love," said the ~
girl, holding out a large, rosy-cheeked apple toward Mrs. John
Sylvester.
Ethel reached out her hand to take it, but through some ·awkwardness on Debby's part it fell to the floor-almost at
Captain Miller's feet. As the fruit struck the ground it burst
open, disclosing a carefully folded piece of paper of a brownish color. With a cry of alarm Ethel started forward. But
Captain Miller, anticipating her, seized the note from its
hiding-place and held it tightly in his closed fist.
"Give it to me, Captain Miller," she demanded, haughtily.
"No, not quite so fast, madam. It may be of interest to
General Grant. This looks like a secret message of impor·__.
tance."
"But it is my letter," she pleaded, growing pale.
"My country's cause comes before all else," he said, unfolding the';note slowly.
"Please-please give it to me," she entreated, most earn·
estly. cl,
" I would-truly I would-but I cannot." As he began to
read the letter Ethel sank pale and faint upon a chair-Edith
had not spoken a word, but her countenance displayed the
torture through which she was going.
"By Jove!" cried the captain, "I find it is of great interest.
It is from your husband. I must be off at once I grieve ' 1
to pain you in this matter, but it is my duty. Here, you may
read it, but I must keep it."
\
He held it up for her inspection. Tremblingly the two
women read the few lines written upon the crumpled bit of
brown paper:

"I will be home to-night at ten o'clock. Leave the door
open. Don't tell any one. I have a message of great importance which I must bear to General Floyd at Fort DonelsoU:I will see you only for a moment. With love,
"JOHN SYLVESTER."

"What will you do, Captain Miller?" Edith asked calmly,
looking up into his face.
"Take him prisoner," he answered.
"Have pity!.!! cried Ethel, sinking on her knees before him.
"You cannot be so cruel. Had you not been here-indeed, n
one will know. Oh, sir! It is so much to us, so little to you.
"Little? Why, it is my honor," he cried sternly.
"B1Jlt no one will know," Ethel argued.
"I would," was his answer. "Do not tempt me, Mrs. S, 1
vester. I am but doing my duty. Would you make a traitor
of me? Your husband would do as I am doing, was he In a,·
like position, and you would praise him for it. A traitor4· I
could not be."
The captain put the letter in his pocket.
"Oh, Edith," cried Ethel in despair. "Down-down on your
knees and entreat for mercy."
She paused. Something in Edith's face checked her.
"No," was the quiet answer, "I will not. He is only doing
his duty."
"But he will kill John-my husband-your brother. Don 't
you understand, Edith? He will kill your brother."
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As Ethel ceased she staggered to her feet and seized Edith's elson. A storm of heavy missiles poured down upon the boat
containing Captain Miller and his prisoner. The Confederate
"I understand, dear. But it is the fortune of war," said guns, mounted at an elevation of thirty feet above them, had
dith, coldly.
an easy vantage over the fleet. Miller's vessel was perforated
Ethel sank weeping upon the sofa.
with fifty-nine shots. For a long distance the iron hail, strik·
The. ca ptain hurried from t he room.
ing the metal armed vessel, could be heard. The fleet was
Edith, unmindful, stood for a fe w minutes as if turned to greatly disabled, Commodore Foote, wounded but undaunted,
ton'- The clock on the mantle struck nine. She shivered was compelled to withdraw his fleet from the engagement
l.tghtly, then turned and hurr ied from the room.
after it had done most excellent work.
Ethel lay where she had fallen for a long time, tpen she
Miller's boat, commanded by - - , had proceeded but a short
arted up with a cry as she heard some one moving in t he way from the fort, when flames poured from the companion·
ounds of the house.
wa~, and the greatest excitement prevailed, as it was not an
She l'stened. There was no sound save the ticking of the iron-clad, and likely to burn as tinder almost.
Captain Miller plunged through the clouds of flame and
lock, which was upon the st r oke of ten. Finally, unable
onger to bear t he suspense, she seized a candle from the smoke and rescued Col6nel Sr lvester from the smoke-filled
able and passed out into the hall . Her heart beat quickly cabin.
He bore him to the shore in a rowboat under cover of the
s she opened the great door and stepped out onto the porch.
"Halt! Who goes there?" cried a gruff voice from the rapidly descending night. Then he placed him in a deserted
hut by tht> river bank closely guarded, and returned to the
hrubbery.
She dropped her candle as she suddenly realized that the vessel with the remark that he would return again to the
house was surrounded by Captain 1dlller's men. Faintly she colonel in the morning and await further orders from General
Grant.
answered:
The cold was intense, the temperature of the hut below
" It is Mrs. John Sylvester. I want to see Captain Mil·
' zero, and Sylvester weak and unstrung by the excitement of
ler-- "
the last two days was almost exhausted when Captain Miller
'' \Vait a minute, " said the voice.
After a long delay t he ~aptain approached, followed by a returned in the morning.
"How is the prisoner? " he asked of the sentinel.
private bearing a lantern.
" Sleepin', sir, " was the answer.
" Oh, captain, is there no escape-no alternative? " she asked,
Captain Miller pushed open the door and entered the hut.
anxiously.
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Miller approached, drew down the blanket and started back
capta~n l th\ well-know • ft> tm· >, fair hair and peculiar fac~ I in surprise, for there he saw not a man 'hut Edith Sylvester-a Y ves er.
her hair falling in wavy masses over her shoulders. He
His cap was gone and his head bound around with a great called to her-but she neither moved nor stirred-he felt her
handkerchief.
forehead, it was cold.
He was instantly seized and led away into the shadowy
" Help! Help! " he cried, then moaned-"my goodness, she ls
shrubbery.
dead, and I have killed her! "
" It grieves me, " said Captain'. Miller, as they walked on,
The sentry ran in. Captain Miller dispatched him for a
•'it grieves me very much to have to treat you thus rudely. "
surgeon.
" It is nothing," said his prisoner. " You are only doing your
The man hurried away.
duty. "
Captain
Miller placed his flask to Edith's lips to try and
'A very unpleasant duty, considering my liking for your
revive her.
people, Mr. Sylvester."
Finally she moved, her eyes opened, and a bright flush dyed
" Colonel Sylvester," said the latter.
her cheeks.
"How did you know my name, colonel?"
"Forgive me," she murmured, "all's fair in war. I have
The prisoner was silent f;r a few moments, then he said:
saved my brother-you captured me the other night instead
"I heard one of your men address you as Captain Miller." of him. He Is in the fort. We were so alike, I knew I could
"Where are you going to take me, Captain Miller?"
do it. Forgive me, sweetheart, will you?"
" To one of t he gunboats just' out here on the river," was
"With all my heart!" cried her captor.
he answer.
"Then I die happy, for I do love you," she whisJlered, smil·
" But we may be fired upon from Fort Donelson," suggested ing.
ylv~ster.
She closed her eyes. He called wildly upon her, but she
" Surely, colonel, that won't annoy so brave a soldier as neither moved nor answered.
ourself, will It?"
He gave a great cry of pain as he rea1ized that the woman
" Of course not, " said Colonel Sylvester.
he loved was freezing to death before his eyes.
"I believe he is a coward, " thought Captain Miller, but he
He took off his overcoat and threw it over her. He chaffed
said no more. When they reached the boat he led the prisoner her hands wildly.
below, where he left him securely guarded, to amuse himself
Finally the surgeon came.
until orders should ·.ie received concerning the ultimate fate
She was borne back to her mother's house.
of Colonel Sylvester. Captain Miller then sought Commodore
She did not die, but was quite well enough a month later
Foote and had a long talk with him about his captive and to marry Captain Miller, for though the war was not over,
t he storming of Fort Donelson.
still she had to acknowledge that his victory over her was as
The next day was even colder !tnd more depressing than complete as Grant's at Fort Donelson. For he had won her
its predecessor.
in' love and war, and having captu:ced her truly, had exchanged
By three o'clock in the afternoon the six gunboat attacked the Miss Sylvester for Mrs. Miller-so you see it was all quits
the fort. They ran up to within four hundred yards of Don· in keep1ng with the war code.
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These Books Tell You Everything!
A COI\1:PLETE SET IS .A. REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA I
Eacb book consists of s ixty-four P.ages, print<"i on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive illustrated cover.
M?st of the books are ah> profuse ly illustrated, and a.H ?f l!he subj<_'<'ts treated up.on are expla ined in such a simpl~ manner that any
child . can thoroughly understand them. Look over tlhe list as class tfied and see 1f you want to know anything about the subjects
mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALB BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL B E SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON REJ ~E IP'l' OF PRICE, TEN CEJN'l'S EACII, OR ANY 'l'HRmE BOOKS FOR TWEN'l'Y-FIVEJ
CENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKE N T IIE SA.ME AS MONE Y. Add ress FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
NI?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-EmMESMERISM.
bracmg a ll of the lates t and most deceptive card tricks with ilNo. 81. HOW TO MESl\lERIZE. -Containing the most ap- lustra
'
tions. By A. Anderson.
proved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo ..., Ko._ 7.7. IIOW .T O DO FORTY TRICK S WITH CARDS.1J on lam1~ll deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading co njurors
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of " How to H ypnotize," etc.
and magicians. Arrab ged for home amusement. Fully illu11trated.

PALMISTRY.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALl\IISTRY.-Containing the most approved methods of reading."the lines on tlle hand, together with
No. ~· IlOW ~Q DO TRIOKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also expla ining phrenology, card tricks, contammg full instruction ou aU the leading card tricki
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the dl!-y, also ~~ e most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. (). S. Fully illustrated.
oui: lea~mg magicians ; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No.. 22. IIOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's secon.I sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.- Containing valuable and in- explamed b;: his former a ssis t~nt, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding the sc i e nc~ of h ypnotism. Also lho secret dialogues were cal'!'1 ed on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methotls whid1 are employed by the boy on .the stag;; ; .a lso giving all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo llugo Koch, A.C.S.
au thenllc explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW '.l.'O BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
No. 21. HOW TO H UN T AND FISH .-The mos t complete grandest
hunting and fi shing guide ever published. It contains fu ll in- public. Also t ricks with ca rds. incantations, etc.
No: 68. HO)Y 'l'O D O CHE MICAL TRICKS.-Containing over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, tra11s, trapping and fishing,
one hun dred highly am using and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together wi th descriptions of game and fi sh.
A. Anderso n. H andsomely illustrateJ ·
By
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND B UILD A BOAT.-Fully
No. 6tl. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illµstra ted. Every boy shou ld know how to row a nd sail a boat.
containFull instructions are given in this li tt le book, t ogether wi th in- ~ fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Allio
mg the ~ecret of seco nd sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
11tructions on swimming and riding, compani on sports to boating.
full
TOYS.-Containing
l\IAGIC
MAKE
'.fO
HOW
10.
No._
.
'
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSID.for makmg Magic 'l'oys and devices of many kinds By
'A complete treatise on the horse. Desc r ibing t he most useful horses d1rect1ons
'
for business, the best horses fot· the road ; a lso va luable recipes for A. Andet·sou. Fully illustmted.
No. 73 .. HOW. TO J?O TIUCKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
diseases peculiar to th e horse.
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOE S.-A bandy many curious tr 1c~ s with figures and them gic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, cont ain ing fu ll directions fo r constructing can oes An derson. Fully illustrated.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJUROR. - ContainiQL_
, and the most popula r manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated. tr~cks
'll;'itJ?. Domin?s, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embracmg'
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thn·ty-~x illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 18. ~QW TO DO 'l'HE .BLACK ART.-Containing a comFORTUNE TELLING.
~
. No. 1. NAPOLEON'S OR ACU L Ul\I AND DREAM BOOK.- ple te description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
Containing the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. BY. A. Anderson.
·
1 ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Ill ust1·ated.
'and curious games of cards. A compl ete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAl\IS.- Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW ~ ~ECOM.E AN INV.ENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book shoul~
~now how mv~ntions ~r1.ginated. This book explains them
gives the explanation to all kind s of dreams, t ogether wi th lucky all,
g1v11~g example ~ 1n electr1c1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate. . pneumatics,
mechanics, etc. The most instructiYe book published.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTU NE S.-Everyone is desirous of . No. 5~. HOW
TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containingfull
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or mstruct10ns
to proceed in order to become a locomotive en-:.
misery, wealt'h or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this li ttle g1?eer; also how
dir~c ti.ons for buildi.ng a model locomotive ; together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full description
of everythmg an engineer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
. No._ 57. HOW 'l'O MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMEJN'l'S.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions
to mak~ a B!1JljO, Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of Jines of the hand, phone andhow
her musical mstruments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription ofotnearly
every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely
illustrated. By algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. ~9 .. HOW TO MAKE A l\IAG~C :J;.AN'.l'ERN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full instruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
·h ealthy muscle; containing over ixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Contalnina:
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Trick&
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differLETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. E very boy should obtain one of
Nd. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com•·
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containing full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic ..~ercises.
Embracing thirty-five illm.~rations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
letters of introduction, notes and requests.
also
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LE'rTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, t elling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
mother, sister, brot'her, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WITH CARDS.
•
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-<:lontaining body you wish to write tQ. Every young man and every young
explanations of file general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this book.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LET'fERS CORRECTLY.-Cor.·
to card tricks; of card tricks w~th ordinary cards, and not requiring
sleight-of-hand; of tricks invo1ving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
rules fJ)~ punctuatioD and composition, with specimen lettera.
also
Illustrated.
Ha!Iner.
Professor
tP.WU.lll P.tel!U.ted cards. By
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THE STAGE.

No. 41 THEl BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.:Jcontaining a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKERContai?ing a varied asso,rtn;ient of 1:1tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just tbe thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKlll BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for or·
ganizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joke~ of
1, the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
if obtain a copy immediately.
No .. 79. HQW TO· BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete mstructions how to make up for various characters on the
stage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and f.unny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Oerman , comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
, colorP.d cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fonrteen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a~I the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. :8"0W TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlmes for debates, questions for discussion and the bess
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

•

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-'.rhe arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
haLdkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation it contains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers yhich is
in~eresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot' lie happy,
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new 11.nd handsome
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties,.
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE._..!: complete guide to love,
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be obser'\"ed, with many curious and interesting thin~s not generally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containlng full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No~ 18. HOW 'l'O BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest anq most valuable little books ever given to the world.
'No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody WJShes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costlelS. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced bow to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever publillhed.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO OOOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing
full
instructions
for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds o~ canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
blackbird, paroq_uet.i..parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our mo~t popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DO(jS, POULTRY, rlGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. HandSbmely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-lncluding hints
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter,
rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catchin,g birqs, Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
ELECTRICAL.
~ Keene.
No.
HOW TO STUFF BIRDS 'A ND '.ANIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEOTRICITY.-A: de- valuable50.
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting
il!lcription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving
birds, arimals and insects.
togeth er with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
cometc. By George Trebel, A. M.,. M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and methodPETS.-Giving
of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
~aming, .breeding, an.d managing all kinds of p~ts; also giving full
~!:i. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstruct~ons for m!1km~ cages,
etc. Fully eXJ>lamed by twent,y-eight
taining full directions for making electrical machines, induction
making 1t the most complete book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. 1llustrat1on!j,
published. ·
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-~ontalnlng a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
Nd. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-:!: useful !ind intogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a compl~te treatise on chemistry; also experi!llents in aco_ustics, mechani~. mathematics, chemistry, and direct10ns for makmg fireworks, cmored fires, and gas balloons. This
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9 . HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Barry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Kenn edy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-creallli,.syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
No. 84. ·IlOW TO BECOME AN• AUTnOR.-Gontaining full
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
t, and create any amouut of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
greatest book C'Ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW '.rO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable Hiland.
.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
for parlor or drawing-roo~entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical informB,tion in the
money than any book puhhshed.
No. 35. HOW '.rO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful littll! treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
book, cohtaining the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
backgam}Ilon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW, TO COLLECT STAMPS A.ND COINS.-ConNo. 39. HOW TO SOLVID CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leadi~g conunilrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
nd witt1Y sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52:. HOW '1'0 PLAY CARDS.-A comp1ete and handy little
ook, .giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
, age, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, .Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures I
::Au<'tion Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContainNo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing oyer three bun, red interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and bow to work it;
also how to make Photogt'aphic Magic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-lt
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know C.AnET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
coutse of Stud:v:, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
all about. There's happiness in It.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regnlations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Brrome a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL ~ADET.-<!lotiiplete inin the drawing-room.
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction. description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become a
with many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
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PRICE 10 CENTS~ EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.

Latest Issues
"Work and W in"

"All Around Weekly"

Containing the Great Fred Fearnot Stories.
COLORED COVERS
32 PAGES.
PRICE 5 CENTS.
596 Fred Fearnot in Township Ten; or, "The Fight with the
Surveyors.
597 Fred Fearnot's Throw Home; or, Playing in the Field.
598 Fred Fearnot's Strange Legacy; or, The Trap that Almost
Worked.
5'99 Fred Fearnot's Ninth Inning Fini~h; or, Playing Heady
Base Ball.
600 Fred Fearnot's Winning Oar; or, A Four Mile Pull to
Victory.
601 Fred Fearnot's Champion Colts; or, Helping Out a Young
Nine.

Containing Stories of All Kinds.
32 PAGES.
PRICE 5 CENTS.
Frank Melville, The Wonder of the Circus Ring.
"Little Dot"; or, The Dandy Scout of the Plains.
The Hook and Ladder Boys; or, The Best Firemen in Town.
The Young Cliff Climber; or, A Tale of the Andes.
The Ourang-Outang Hunters; or, Adventures in the Dark •
Continent.
Virginia Dick; or, A Southern Boy in the Mexican War. ,,
Lost Under Ground; or, A Week in the Dark.
The Landlord's Son; or, Saved from a Drunkard's Grave.
The Young Drover; or, The Secret Order of the North·
west.

C OLORED COVERS.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
:33

''Pluck and .L uck"

"Secret S ervice"

Containing Stories of Adventure.
32 PAGES.

COLORED COVEUS.

Old and Young King Brady, Detectives.
5 CENTS.

PrucE

32 PAGES.

COLORED COVERS.

621 Sinbad of St. Helena; or, For the Rescue of the Great
Emperor. By Allyn Draper.
622 His Father's Son; or, The Boy With a Bad Name. By
Allan Arnold.
623 The Island in the Air; or. The Castaways of the Pacific.
By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
624 A Smart Boy Salesman; or, Winning Success op the Road.
By James C. Merritt.
625 The Hut in the Swamp; or, The Mystery of Hal Percy's
Fate. By Richard R. Montgomery. 1
626 Tom and the Tiger; or, The Boy With the Iron Eyes. By
Berton Bertrew.
627 On a Sinking Island. By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.

PRICE

5 CENTS.

588 The Bradys' Dark Work; or, The Mystery of a Night.
589 The Bradys and the Mystic Band; or, Trailing the Silent
Seven.
590 The Bradys Drugged; or, Caught by the Chinese Crooks.
591 The Bradys and the Black Snake Bracelet; or, Trappl'n~
a Society Queen.
592 The Bradys After a "Lifer"; or, The Man Who Broke
from Sing Sing.
593 The Bradys and the Red Wolves; or, Working on thC"o
Great Brandon Case.
594 The Bradys and Box 2; or, Hunting Down a Tough Gang.

"The Liberty Boys of '76"

"Wild West Weekly''

A Magazine Containing Stories of the American Revolution.
COLORED COVERS.
32 PAGES.
PRICE 5 CEK't~
488 The Liberty Boys After Sir John; or, Dick Slater's CleTer
Ruse.
489 The Liberty Boys Doing Guard_ Duty; or, The Loss or
Fort Washington .
490 The Liberty Boys Chasing a Renegade; or The Worst
Man on the Ohio.
491 The Liberty Boys and the Fortune Teller; or, The Gypsy
Spy of Harlem.
492 The Liberty Boys Guarding Washington; or, Defeating a
British Plot.
493 The Liberty Boys and Major Davie; or, Warm· Worl·
the Mecklenburg District.

A Magazine Containing Stories, Sketches, Etc., of Western Life
COLORED COVERS.
32 PAGES.
PRICE 5 CENTS.
394 Young Wild West Teaching a Tenderfoot; ~r, The Dude's
Duel with the Desperado.
395 Young;. Wild West Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arietta's
Long Range Shot.
396 Young Wild West Grilling Jhe Gold Grabbers; or, The
"Shoot-Up" at Shocker.
397 Young Wild West's Cowboy Challenge; or, Arietta's Good
Guess.
398 Young Wild West's Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign of
the Silver Seven.
399 Young Wild West Saving the Stage Coach; or, How
Arietta Trapped the Road Agents.

F or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent ~ any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy. ln money or postage star't

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher.

24 Union Square, 1'1ew 'l
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IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office "d irect. Cut out
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with t he price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to y(
return mail.
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FRANK TOUSEY, P ublisher, 24 Union Squa,re, New York.
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find . . .•.. cents for which please send me:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ................. ·················•· .. ···•···• .... • ... ·······•··· .. "
"
" ALL AROUND WEEKLY, NOS .................................•...•....•..•••••• •••.•• •.
"
" FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos..............................•.....•••••.•••...•••.
"
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ..........•..................... · ····•··•·••••••••··•·•··•• ••.
"
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ....•.........................•..•.•.•••.•••.•...•.•. ••
• LUCK, Nos ..............................•..•.•••••••.••••••••••• •.••••.••
''
'' PLUCK AND
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos ...................................••...••.•••• •• •••.••••...••..••
"
P." Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos ................................ . . .. .... •. .........•.....•.••.•
Name ... ..•.. • .•• •• •·..........• . ... Street and No ...••. : ..•. . ...•.. Town .....••... State ... :.···"· •• : •••••

Fame and .Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

COL.ORED COVERS

SELF-MADE MAN

PRIOE 5 Cts.

ISSUED EVERY FRID.A. Y

32 p

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of
our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
171l From Mill to Mlll!ons; or, The Poor Boy Who Became a Steel
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204
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lllagnate.
'.fhree Game Speculators· or The Wall Street Boys' Syndicate.
A l:ltroke of Luck; or, The Boy Who Made Money iu Oil.
Little Hal the Boy Trader: or Picking Up i\loney in Wall Streei
On the Lloid Coast; or, The 'l~reas ure or tlie l:ltrauded Ship.
Lured by the i\larket; or, A Boy's Big Deal in Wall Street.
Trading Tom; or, 'l'he Boy Who nought Everything.
l•'avored by l•'ortune; or, The ~'ouugest l•'1rm 111 ,II' all Sueet.
Jad< Jasper's Venture; or, A Canal Route to l•urtune.
After Big Monev; or, Turning the '!'ables ou the Wall Street
Rrokers.
A Yonng Lumber King: or, The Boy Who Worked His Way Up .
Halph Hoy's Hi ches; or, A Smart Boy·s Run on Wall Street
Luck.
A Castaway's l"o rtnne; or, The Hunt for a Pirate's Gold.
The Little Money i\laker; or, Th e Wall Street Boy Who Saved
the )larkct.
Rough and Heady Dick; or, A Young Express Ageot's Luck.
Tipped Off by Telegraph: or, Shaking Up the 11·u11 ::itreet "Bears."
'l'he Hoy Rnilder; or, '£he Hise of a Young Mason.
)!arty the Messenger: or, Capturing Co in in Wall Street.
The Stolen Bank Note; or, The Career of a Boy Merchant.
Digging Up Dollars; or, The Nerve of a Young "Bull" Operator.
A Hunawny Hoy; or, 'l'he Burled '£reasure of the lucas.
The Old Broker's Heir; or, The Boy Who \Von Ju \\'al' Street.
li'rom Farm to Fortune; or, 'l'he Boy Who Made ~! >t' y ln !.and.
Ragged Uob of l'aJI Street-; or, $50,000 From a D,• e.
The Boy Railroad Magnate; or, The Contract That Brought a
)Jill ion.
·
Dandy Dick, 'l'he Boss Boy Broker; or, Hustling for"Gold Jn WalJ
Street.
Caught By Cann ibals ; or, The Treasure of the Land of Fire.
The Little Operator; or, Cornering the "Ilears" of WaIJ Street.
Air Line Ed : or, Building a 'l'elegrnph Line.
A Boy of the Curb; or, The Secret of a Treasure Note.
From Foundry .l:loy to Steel King ; or, The Rise of a Young
Bridg~ Builder.
The Missing Box of Bullion; or, The Boy Who Solved a Wall
Street Mystery.
Claim i\o. 7 ; or, A l•'ortn ne lcrom a Gold Mlne.
Out For Big Money ; o r, Touching Up the Wall Street Traders.
The Doy Ice Ki11g; or, Coining i\loney from the\lUver.

214 Four of a Kind; or, The Combination that Made Wal
Hum.
215 Bob Brandon, Contractor; or, The •.rreasure that Led to l•'
:.!Hi A Boy From the South; or, Clean ing Out u Wall Street
217 Hal the Hustler; or, 'l'he Feat That ?\fade Ulm I"amo
:.!18 A l\Iad Broker's Scheme; or, The Corner That Couldn't Be \
21!) Dollars From Dust; or, The Boy Who Worked a Silver
220 Billy lllack, the Broker's Son; or, The Worst Boy in Wan
221 Adrift in the Sea; or, The Treasure of Lone Heef.
222 'l'he Young Wall Street Jonah : 01-, 'l'he l:loy \Yho Puz·
Broke1·s.
·
223 Wireless Will ; o r, Tbe Success of a Young Telegrnph Ope
224 Yl'all Sueet Jones; or. 'l'rimm111g the Tricky Tmde rs.
225 Fred the l•'aker; 01-, '!'he Success of a Young Street ~I 'r
226 The Lad lcrom 'Frisco; or, l'ushing the "Big l:lunai.za. ·
Street Story.
227 The Lure of Gold ; or, The Treasure of Coffin Rocle
228 Mone.Y ~laker Mack; or, 'l'he l:loy Who Smashed a \Yal
"Hing."

229 Missing for a Year; or, Making a Fortune in Diamonds.
230 Phil the Plunger; or, A Nervy Boy's Game of CLance.
Street Story.
231 Samson, the Boy Blacksmith; or, From Anvil to l?ort un
232 Bob's Big n1sk; or, 'l'he <'ha nee That Came But Once.
231l Stranded In the Gold Fields; or, The Treasure of Van
Land.
234 "Old ?IIystery," the Broker; or, Playing a Darlng Game.
Street Story.)
235 Capital-One Dime; or, Boring His Way to Fortune.
236 t;p Against a Hot Game; or, 'l'wo College Chums in Wall
237 A B ig Contract; or, The Poor Boy \Yho Won.
238 Benson' s l"ew Boy ; 01', Whooping Up lh~ Wall Street M f
23() Driven to Work; or, A Fo1·tune from a Shoe String.
240 The Way to Make Money: or, Taking Chances In Wall St
241 Making His Fortune; or, The Deal of a Lucky Boy.
242 The Stock-Exchange Boys; or, The Young Speculators of Wa
243 Seven Bags of Gold; or How a Plucky Boy Got Rich.
244 Dick, the Wall Street Waif; or, From Newsboy to StocK
245 Adrift on the Orinoco; or, The Tnasure of the Desert.
BY
246 Silent Sam ol ·W all Street; or, A Wondertui Run of Luci
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